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Classified
Advertising
l.

PERSONALS

l'lU I•AN{ Y n·.'HIN<i .w.l mumrhng rnll Z4709/21

'JHJIJ
1 r ~~

r A(- r-~·i·~·z-·-,-;c),_-JSi iiN0-&~ -~i[TIJ Hm~:

c ,m·v flpnutl r ompiltiY. 265 8B4Ci

12/(JJ

ll'WA HS'IIMATbS THTi Average Amcrlcnn
C'on~umc~ J n lb~ of Food AddniVc$ per ycM th~; FDA
tell'i u~ NitnHcs Cltuse Cnrrccr Don't Wait for the
Next (jovernn1f:m Report lim 111 Lire Morning (JI{)ry
f'ufc Chcmic-ul Free- Mi:rU~ Stc11l·a Humburg~
Vt"y,cl!Jriun Spcc1als ScuCood 268·7040.
09/1 .I

2.

LOST & FOUND

r<1~M Y- JAHriiT:- ~KI.i .·r~f·i ii{:~c;;:·r-h!uiu: ~

I·JNil YOtHlSI~Lfo IN lire Pc:rcc Corps·.

f1<ldkr Jnnfqnr, tm peopli" tn pluy wltlt- Rll 407.5

.
<2ffll
l.OS'f: HYHiLASSES WJTiflN- bifl,.k cme caJI869·
IJI 5t evening-~.
09/30
JlOtJNI): UROWN WALLhT. [dcmify YOlltMM and
cJ[tim tn Rltl. I 05 Marr011 Hull.
09/06
i.. OST: 0/WEN flA{'fi:J"ACK w/wallet, books,
Rcwnrd 842·8711.
09/07
I.OST RINO WJTH two red 5(oncs lower John50n
f·J~·h.f dunng oympi:rd Aug. 26. Scnlirnenwl vuluc.
Ucw(Ud. 277-1987 or h:uvc nH:.~sllgc 111 2.-77-4708.09/07
I 6~i'T YOUNG MAtH Dobt..•nmw Johnson Field
Au~WL'f~ t(l ('uute Reward 344-0752.
09/11
LOST! WOMAN'S UROWN Wallet nt U&A.~
BIJ017H lmpotl~nt Paptr'i Work 2li8·676l humc81:11·
?,.],gS l'ut~Y
o9/Qj

OIJ/06

IIlii' PI' u--il~·r!R(:: ~~-,-k[7;;~[@cy. V~~
nndctl <11 tlNM 1:1111-7161

09/06

INJI·I<H;i·J:f)JNi"R-ATfRNJTY M:? ('omc by the:
l'1 KHIIP<I Alp/m

/mu~~

m 1801 Sigmn CJu RmuJ

.tmlurtl•or (itJI 2<12 {)(J'i I.

09/Cl7

Will N+"YCJI.f~Nf•~I~~D --t-;-l~~e'rc

ju;-:;;;;;1

ACiORA, 171 l0l1
09/l)J
111·1 ji--Nl-r~r)r()-oJHJANTZiNU-;-onc dny Jlmtc-.~i
.11(.1111\l v.a~ guuli11g cnn. Box 21.14 Allmq. 87103.
wuuhl.'r1i llWny,

09/01
. -- ·.=c---,-I>ANC.'I- It~< ;vr ni\(_'J{ into 1l1e \wmg with !Jtt.llro<Jm
t>anrc Club! h~tl:tys 7-H)-IJ-JOpru, UNM SUH
-~.

H;,llmum-lu;glllllCr~

welcumc.
09/()R
I r~R inVite~ ytlu·i7.7t;;~lfo"rf;;i
~;llht·nng uf it~ lmnors ~cminar iu~tTUI.'I!lt~ In th('
Honor\ I onngc, Htunnrlitiei Hltlg. Friday, S~r>t. I,
J fiC'iiONi~(·l~-N

I 111 1·10

09/01

RIO._J{'A1i<·.-llil t<-6RRA-1 bs t:ommu.tcrs wnr11cd 1u
f1HIU ~t~r noolt11 lJNM. Steve lii.H97-1764
09/11
Ai~i l-trAilili~ JAZZ Qt~;mct c11~ry hii.Jr,y, ~:.1o
1 mrm Ill Ned's.
O!UOI
~ill\-1 G-01 STONE, LYNl!T1'I\ l)ndwu, pltast•
tnllltll'l

<"tlnccpHon~ Southwc~t 277-.~M6

hcforr: 12

09108
(,j{"{ff:n AI. DANCf~ ('1,1\SSHS lhC FlowcrinK of
fhrr:e l'hum1111d years of Mfcldl(! Iinuew Culture.
1111\Ul

( <tll.liua2.94--411S

09/ll

I riNt·Y'! 1fA1 ONHYI JOIN the People's C't_unraign
v,,Junt~'<.'t for Jl~lt!' on cmnpus cniJTud. HHI-2832
{)<)/06

Niif..: I'Vr; Hl.:J:N

o'Jcr to Cnrrnro 1s everytlny for
IU11dr ~imc ~~.:hool lilllrtrd nnd hawn'l ~cen you. I
J.:n,,w ~m'1c 111 scllooi.·Mury
09/06
uJ\i·iiT:iis OFT BACK hunt he 5win.K with Uallrom:n
D~w'e <'Jubl Fridny~ 7:30·9tJO fl.IJ1. UNM SUH
Hallrumn·Hcgi_nncrf; wr;lcome.
09/11
J\<iORA. UNM's STUDENT cri~i'i cr11tcr will be
lwlllir1g nn oricntlulon mcLiill.H for sJudctll5 who wunt
lo become vohllltccrs. Ue there MondO)'; S4:pt. llrll 1
p.m. in Mitchell llltiiiZ2. If you can•t make it cnll
l71-JOIJ.
09!05
SPIK'lAt. DIUNK PRIC,'US through the ~ocl:tnil
lrour at Nrd'!i.
09/01
JOHNNY FROM UENMAI-t.K, ({on ftorn Jmey,
contuct 'Donnll 2_-42-1172 or 7li.S-712S for rewtlfd for
09/ll
bmcclt'l.!.
('IU~A1;1VE l'l!OI'LU NEEDED to rill sutff
J)(lslt ions on UNM's Arts/l.iterMy Mng:rl.itlc. Apply
Mnr.ron Jfnll, 'Rol:lmiO!i, mornings.
Oti/JO
llliSI 10NSIULI! Rr-.SRARCHER INTERESTUD In
S!lellkhrg wilh "kept: women" or ~tlgnr daddlc!ii11 •
<.'omplclc <tntH1YII1hy g·uarnntecd. C.niJDebblc at 277j6.~6.
00/()()
I'ERRY'S PIZI"..A. DEEP di~h pl1.-1u by the slice und
11t1n, Plu~ stm:ials (cnl\ning salads nmt ~lice~. 2004
('c:rllr:tl SE. (Across fram UNM). 843·97-SO..
09/01
SCOTrS I'LACI!: USED records. Uuy 1 sell. 6\0
'l'rumnn NE, 268-7ii:R6, open S:JO p.m.· 8:30p.m,
Mpu.·Sttt.
09101
C'ti1LDREN 1 YEARS old needed to pnrticipalc in
study of claildten's thougl1t, C;~li'Or. f-rances Hnrnick
1 1.~fth. Dept. 27_7...J209
09/01
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
trnecptfon; sterili:r,.nliotl. abonlon. R..iglu_ to Chooiie.
294.0171
11/20
FREE. KllTENS TO good hOh1cs. 266·8203
09/0 t
REAL. FOOD SPECIALISTS jnesenting Breakfast

Special Farm -Fresh Eggs Ofd-f:nhiontd Hontc·m11dc
Sausage llontcfric.s from fresh Colorado Potaloes
Whole-grain Toast only SJ,69 at. the Morning Glory
Cafe Ser...lng Chemical ftce Meats Fresh Vcgatablcs
and liliportW Coffee 2933 Mon1e VIsta N.E~ 268·
7040.

09/ll
09/05

JANIE Happy Blrchday RICK
1:1RST EOITJON OF Conceptions St>uihwe.si.
UNM•5 ptlblicntion of creative anb'tic and literary
COI\Cept5, On $oth:: now. 52. in Marron Hall; Rm. iDS.
tfn

3.

277·~9()7

SERVICES

KINKO'S TYPING SFRVJ(,'J~ (IUM Selectric) and

oow 3-minutc Vnssport Pllll!O~. No llproinoncnt.
268-1151~. We do key~.
tfn
TYPING, FIRST QUALITY, H83·7787, Holly 10/09
Jq)JTORJAL S[iHVICE AND writing ussis1anc~.
2tiHJM
09/12.
C'l.AS<ilt'AL GUITAR LESSONS private Jesso11S by
UNM ('ontlnulng Bdut>rUion instructor, 266-9291,
09/06
G(JITAR LESSONS: At.l 5tyles~ Marc's Ouitnr
09/07
Studio. 255·.5886.
AII<IDO CLASSES, MARTIAI..Arl and mcdhntioiJ,
SnndiaJudo Clubs. Smurday, 9:00nm.
09/0fl
DR. PIHER l.UPSl·fA will spcnk on ~'11te ChatrHing
Fncc or Orgunlzcd Crim~ ·In Amcric:u" tonight 8:00
prn In ThcKivn Atlmis~ion Js Free.
09/0~
FAMOUS QUJVIkA liOOKSfiOP nnd plwtography
gallery Is located I 12 block rrom Johnson Oyrn ot I U
Cornell. Spccinl order service.
09/05
1/~I.P PETI! RETIRE, work for Toney~ V(llllntecrs
needed m UNM.843•7163
09/06
INTERr~'fi.:O IN FRATERNITY life? C'omc by the
Iii Knnpn Alpha house at 1801 Sigma Chi Ro:id
nny1 hue or call 242-00!i l
09/07
0/\NCERS GET UACK Into the .swing with Uallroom
Dunce Clohl Fridays 7:30·9:30 p.m., UNM SUU
Onllroom~beginners welcome,
09'/0B
RIO RANCHO/CORRALES commuters wanted to
form car poQI to UNM. Steveat897-1764.
09/ll
CREATIVE PEOPLE NEEJJ.ED to flll .~;tnff
positions (Ul UNM'!l Arts/Literary Maginlne, Apply
Marron Hall, Room 105, mornings,
08/30
RESJlQNSUlLl! RESEARCHER INTERESTED in
speaking wilh "kept women .. or "sug:ir daddies"
Complete anonymity guamntecd, Call Debbie at 27700/00

5656.

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traccpjion, stcrlll:t:ulon, abortion. Right to Choose
294-0171

4.

11120

HOUSING

NOR'I'HEAST TWO UEIJROOM ccrural air appliiU1Cch':hildren pets$180 all utilities pnid. 262·17-S L
09/07

PARTLY fURNISHED ONE bedroom within
biking, pcu fine S90. A.11 utilities paid 262·1751.
Valley kcmn"lii $35,00 fee,
09/07
FULLY CARPETED EASTSIDE two bedroom,
privately fenced, children wclcome$125. All utilities
pnid. 262·17.51. Valley Rentals, S35 fcc.
09/07
TWO BLOCKS TO UNM finely furnished two
bedroom kid, pets OK, $230 all utilities paid. 2621751. Valley Rentals, SH fcc.
09/07
MALU ROOMMATE TO share J·BR adobe house·
NW,valiC:y. Reni tSO/mo. plus utilities. Move in now.
8.97-0165 evenings.
09}07
A BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom home on scclt1ded
hnlf-acrc. Large kitchen, fireplace, new roof,
~omplnely fenced, large rruit. shade trees, Appraised
JO's, S per cent downpaymeni, Sunshine Realty Inc-.
842-8400, 265-6390, 242·2122.
09/08

N1R .'}AtE 1WO bedroom, den, frreptact:', gatuge
0911 J
I 'n nule\ from ~,:arppij~. :268-226/L
l]NHJftNISHE£) ONh DFPkOOM $14~.00 437
Gcorgiu ~~~ 266·1 17.2.
09111
f'EMA!.I~ ~H>OMA'fh WANT~D lo share ftirm~hcd
2 bedroom, 1 b(lth huu~e B milt:\ ftrJm UNM 1n NE
heights nt:ar 1·40. Very private room-~hnrc electndly
und $1 1.~.00 pl!r mo. Call Karla J(, belwceu9:00 and
3:10 ~~ 264.JBSI.
09/11
ROOMMATE WANTEU 'fO '>hare 3 bedrooiJI
furnl~he~ hcHJ5c clo~c to UNM, fin:phH;e, nero~.~ from
P'~rk. Call 242·'J834 $100.
09105
ROOMMA T£~ WANT.£!0 TO liv~- in ~pt~cious house
off Sllvcr. Grnd student preferred, male or female.
$1 12.~0 Call 243<1614. Pm o.k.
09/0/
f-IOUSE TO SHARE $150.00 112 of mililics spaciou5
] b~:droom, 2 batlu. call Silvia 255·4684,
09!06
H~MAl.E ROOMMATE WANTED to share nrc;e
furni.\hed home. WID, pc1.~ OK. StJO.OO utilities
0!>!06
paid. $SO Ucpo~il. ('all 293~137 I.

5.

6. EMPLOYMENT

8.

PART-T/Mf.. JOB! Sate~. flex1ble hour,~. good pay.
Pos$rble full-time dunng break. Call Phil Franczyk,
09122.
CI.U. 883·5360.
PRESS OPERATOR, EXPERJENC'E-D in
rcgtmation rtnd color work. Apply in person, See
Kim Ill D<tta~:o, corner of I. om~.'\ and Univero;fty. Do
not call.
09/08
WORK OVERSEAS IN the Pe{l.~e Corps, 'l.77-S907
12101

NEHPEIJ, FULL TIMB attendant to care for male.
Student, free room anti board. Small salary. 266·
2088,298-6679.

09106

PART-TIME JOB graduute students only. After..
noom and l!venina;s. Must be<tblc to work Friday and
Suturday night~. M\t~l be 21 years ol~. Apply In
person, no phone <:ails plcn5e. Sa ... eway Liquor Store.~
at 5704 Lomas NE, 5S16 Mennul NE.
09/29

MISCELLANEOUS

C'HFAP WATERBEDS AT Wa!er Trips. S99 buxs
ynu l) Any size dark walnu1 s~afnecl. fn1mc, 2) safety
liner, .3) fonm insulated comfon pad, 4) any size
mattress with J-n guara_ntec, 199 at W:uer Trips.
3407 Central NE. 255~2289.
02/05
APPLICANTS FOR CONCEPTIONS Southwe~~
staff and interested others: There will be a. meeting
TbuHdny September 7, 7:30pm. Marron Hall 105,
plan \o.uttend or call277-5656.
09/07
EGGS BENEDICT EQQS Dysantlne Eggs Agl!arian
Fan.cy Eggs w/grilled tomatoc Bacon or turkey and
Hollan\]nlse on English mt.tffins at The Morning
Glory Cafe 7 days including Sunday brunch 2933
Monte Vista Ne. 2Q8-7040 Jnworted Cafe
09/J 1
ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS your
rechartering forms are due by 5 p.m. Sept. 15 in the
Student Activities Center Room 106 SUB. For info,
"" 277-4706.

' 1

Hagen-Dazs lee C••eam Shoppe

r,_--.~

evenings.
09/01
SACS MILLET MOUNTAINEERING pack cheap at
S40.00, Kastle Newstyle Skis with Look Nevada
Bindings, Qne season, $1.50.00. 2110 HanncU NE
09/01
evenings,
SCAtES 9Sc·ROACH clip5 59c-DJC lighters 59e,
onlY at Pipe & Tobacco Road, 107 Corncii·M·F 8:3009101
6:00Pin Saturday J0-5.
SUPER TUNE~UPS, SIO. You buy parts. Bob, 26~4054

09/11

'74 PLYMOUTH f.lARDTOP, 6 cyl .• at, ps, air,
radio, one owner, $2,000, must sell in Augu.sl. 881·
3294.
09/05
REFfUOERATOR MADE FOR l:eg, Doth for
$25.00. Also two-oven stove, must sell rasa. 881-9769.
09105
CRAIG CAR S-TRACK AM//FM/MPX .stereo won
In contest never used warranty includOO $100 2569781

09/11

SEARS 7.5 HP OUTBOARD With very few hours.
Comes with owner guarantee and six gallon gaS tank.
S!BO. Call Jim at277~56S6.
09/11
ONE MAGNFlCENT SIBERIAN Husky lcft4 6 wks.
o1dl60 to home wllh yard 2S!i~7084
09/J 1
ECONOMICAL BUICK OPEL Kadctte station
wagon with luggage rack. Mecanlcally 3ound (runs
good) dcts 34 mpg Call Arthur 344-4686.
09/ll

SKATEBOARD
*CITY*

(505) 255·4336
106 Morn~ngside NE

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

~~~
I
.

NOW OPEN

POOLE PHOTO

~71

.

~--o-;·-r·T' ;:r:·.~1.'0~--...

t;

ALL NATURAL

09/01

09/06
1966 CHEVY U. 6 cyl. 250 CJ, 465.00, 265·2497

SPECIAL
CTIVITIES ISSUE

-·;.,

46jJ

CONCEPTIONS SW, UNM's new public~nim) of
crca~ive, artistic and liternry concepts. On sale now in
Marron Hall Room _105, UNM Bookstore, Student
Bookstore and lhc Mercado, .$2,00
tf/n
1972 TOYOTA CELICA $!500, 1·5. 24).2853. 09/06
1968 JOSE RAMIREZ Co11cert GullarSI500.00 1 247~
2966,255-1488, leave message.
09/13
1975 HONDA CU500T. Many extras. Pcrfce't con·
dition. Low mllcnge, Selling $200 below blue book.
Pnul242-6969.
09/06
YASHICA 6.35 'rLR 80mm f3·S, close up. telephoto,
09/06
1/ghtmctcr, nl!ers, more. $1,50 266-8117.
ADOX (EFKE) l20/l2DW film, ASA 20, fine grain,
high contnm.'65e/roll. 266·8117.
09/06
Atala 27'' 10sp., good condition $100.00/best offer.
Phone 842,1057,
09/06
HANDMADE CUSTOM ROPING saddle, tan
bnsl\:etwea\lc design, Rugged _lifetime piece of
equipment with 16" scat trlgh cantle and dally horn.
Complel(~ly rigged. $400,00, Call Sonny nt 865-5388,

Wednesday, September 6, 1978

09/15

FOR SALE

20 U~liD PORTABLE T.V.'.' $35.00 to $60.00. 441
Wyoming N.E. 25.h5987
10120
LOWREY EUlC"fJUC ORGAN orlginal price
$1 ,.500.00~wlll sncrificc, $8~0. Also munpe!, $75.00.
('ot1187J.IJI30
09/08
OICYCLE PARTS and accl.!ssories at low prices,
Good selection or·locking sys~ems 1 light~ and saddle~.
Also shoes, louring c,:quipmcm and carriers
Albuquerque Bike Co-op. 106 Girard SE., Roomll.7.
265-51'10
09/08
('ROWN ORAFLEX CAMERA llkc new whh two
lcmes, normal and .3Smm. Dest offer over $150. Call
jirn :u 865-9111
09/06
CALCULATORS. TYPEWRrTERS. ELECTR[C
and tnnnunls, sales and renlals, · studcn1 disepun1-883·0166
... 09/08
1963 FORD VAN, carpeted and P!lnclcd. Looks
good. Use~ some .oil but runs good. Be.~t orfer 243-

'!f?tflt!?"YJ,;·~v~ hO ·'

reasl5n to be, Look inside
for inforfT!.a([Im..on UNM
.... '-· organizations.

dP

~

r"'@ dll1Ji4

£neantada Square
Louisiana Boulevard
- .inst North of Menaul88l.-6094

.
"

TODAY'S CBDSSIDBD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Uses poor
JUdgment
5 '"Pardon
me"
9 Harsh in ex·

pression
14 Come upon
15 "- Mabie":
Streeter
title
16 Knot again
17 Ruling:
2 words
19 Crack
20 Fish
21 Certain con-

tainers:
23
25
26
28

2 words
Tramples on
Cabbage
dishes
High notes
Singer Ethel

32 Considering
37 Mississippi

river
38 Ending for
man or 1en
39 Asian
weights
41 Free elec·
tron
42 Length unit •
45 NASA feats:
2 words
48 Agreement
50 Change:
Mus.

51 Male ani·
mals
54 Aim
58 Kind of ram
62 Anoint: Archaic
63 Looking
happy
64 Predicts
66 Contraction
67 The mouth:
Slang
68 Printer's

- ••

•

.
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• "· ~ • '.:iii
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UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

term

69 Feudal lord
70 Half: Prefix
71 Without: Fr.
DOWN
1 Sends forth
2 Capture

again
3 Right-hand
page
4 Was furious
5 Navy brass:
Abbr.
6 Warm
7 Sea birds
8 Military
decoration

9 Kind of en·
trance
10 Instrument
11 Nice sum·

mers
12 Breach
13 Wagers

18 "The ~ Leaf
Forever"
22 Raven's cry

24 Native race
in Turkestan
27 Thailand's
old name
29 Mr. Pinza
30 Essential
part
31 Offsprings
32 Cougar
33 Mine prod·
ucts
34 Fish catchers
35 New form:
Prefix
36 Steal: Slang
40 Scorn
43 Taking it
easy
44 Agreement ·
46 Weasel

47 Animal gear
49- and
feather

52 Presents
53 Stertor
55 Greek letter
56 Feminine
name
57 Music sym·
bois
58 False god
59 Prefix for
culture

/

60 Woody
plant
61 Mass and
weight unit
65 Slender
finial

LUNCHEON SPECIAL
2 Pieces of Golden Fried Chicken,
dinner roll, spicy beans and 7 up

$J.39
.....,

•
t

1830 LOMAS NE

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT 1830 LOMAS AT VALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:
5431 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO
HOORS:
11:00AMT010:00PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM
FRI.& SAT.

_,

.

:!

l'a!(c :1, Nc'' /11cxko Daily 1 OllO, September 6, 1<J?H

World News

Storm brews in Atlantic
\J[,\\ll ili'IJ [I<!Jlllill .t/ifl\1
I h ,.,, w ··,lil'I1J1 IIn·n('d o,.,(o~,~t;J 1r htr out
Ill If!!' 1\tiiltllh f llr·,day \\JIIh' fH\I..:t•

1""''''1"1
lu·,JJJ}l

11·~

llllftt•;utl'

l·lla

b,·~au

tJopicHI lraJt•., ltH'r

thr:

, lui II ""'''''- m·;u ~cwlounc.llaml
1\t nool! I·IJ I. l·l01'1c had lop
v.uHh ol 5.1 mph with gale lor.:c
v.nHh cxtc•ttdii\P. out 100 rnile1. It
Wi.h lOl'aiL'd ll~~ar lat[lUtl.L• 19.0
""' th, loit)Llludc 49.0 west, or
about I, 100 milc1 c:tst of Puerto
Hu:o, and wa~ moving lownrd the
North Amcncan l'OUit at l:i to 20
rnrh.

1'\t'

l'fl

anntlu•.·r an:n

or

di~turhL'd

'"'"tltt•r t.entcrcd ahout 2,200 milc1
r·a·t 11! l'uertu Rt.:o. !he ,yqt:m
V.il'• lllO\.III!f

\.\C'1l IIOfthW(.!""lt

]2

Ul

lll[lli.

I lla I'"' tnmt ol it' punch in the
tc·y watc1 (>50 mile.\ ea'>t-northcall
ol '>t. Johm, Newfoundland. h>
lOp wind1-.. o11<;c 140 mph. dccrcu'>cd to 75 mph a1 it moved
c;N-norlhca>t out to the open sea at
4.1 mph. At noon un, I:lla was
centered near latitude 50.5 north,
longitude 41.0 west.

It had gale Ioree wind\ extending
200 milc1 to the ea1t and south and
50 miles to the northwc\t.

Why sleep 8 hrs. when you can get
a good nights sleep in 4?
•

CAMP
DAVID,
MD. carpet, 21-gun welcome at Andrews
(U J' I),~Calling it a "time for Air Force Base near Washington
magnanimity and rea;on," Egypt\ and flew by Marine helicopter to
President Anwar Sadat arrived Camp David in Maryland's
Tuc;day
to
reopen
peace · Catoctin Mountains.
negotiations with Israel at President
There, a veil of security and
Carter's secluded mountaintop secrecy will descend over the
hideaway.
summit conference for an indefinite
Preceding Israeli Prime Minister period-perhaps I 0 days or longerMcnachem Begin by about two -while the three leaders search for
hours, Sadat arrived to a red ways to revive the desrupted

Russian prelate dies
VATICAN
CITY
(UPI)-Metropolitan Nikodim of
. Leningrad, the second ranking
prelate of the Russian Orthodox
Church, collapsed and died of a
heart attack Tuesday while sitting
across a table from Pope John Paul
I during a private audience. He was
48.
The Pope immediately gave him
last rites and knelt beside his body
reciting prayers for the repose of his

We Sell
Flotation Sleep
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The Vatican said Nikodim had
just sat down in an armchair oppu,ite the Pope and exchanged
greetings when he sti ffencd in pain,
clutched his chest and collapsed.
A physician rushed into the
private
papal
library
and
pronounced Nikodim dead a few
minutes later. The Russian prelate
had a history of heart trouble and
diabetes.
•
Vatican sources said Nikodim
cried openly when he attended John
Paul's investiture mass in St.
Peter's Square Sunday and seemed
highly emotional about the
prospects of speaking face-to-face
with the new pontiff in the private
audience,
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Egyptian-Israeli peace negotiations.
Sadat, who called the summit a
last-chance "turning point for
peace" when he left Paris en route
to Washington, was greeted at
Andrews by Vice President Walter
Monc.lale. In brief arrival remarks,
Sadat hailed Carter's "brave and
gallant act of statesmanship'' in
calling the summit.
"We cannot afford to fail,"
Sadat said. " ... no one has the
right to block the road to peace.
This is not time for maneuver and
worn out ideas. It is time for
magna mity and reason ... "
"Together we shall proceed to
build a viable structure for peace on
the solid foundation of law and
legitimacy ... together, we shall

overcome."

Guards find arsenal
MANAGUA,
Nicaragua
(UPI)-National guardsmen uncovered an arsenal of more than
300 bombs that were to be thrown
at shops defying a nationwide strike
called to oust President Ana.stasio
Somoza, authorities said Tuesday.
The government halted bus
service in Managua between 7 p.m.
and 5 a.m.-effectively suspending
all public transportation after dark-because of an outbreak of
firebombings against buses that
refused to heed the strike.
The guard said 70 of the hundreds of persons arrested in the past
three days in sweeping drive to
break the 12-day walkout were
freed after "a detailed study of the
causes for which they had been
detained."
Col. Aquiles Aranda, the guard's
public relations chief, did not say
how many persons remained in jail
but the opposition conservative
party placed the number at more
than 600.
Guard spokesmen said an investigation of three youths caught
throwing bombs at business shops
that defied the strike led troops to a
man who was paying the youths $20
for every bomb thrown.
The soldiers arrested Pedro
Lopez, 23, and found in his house
'the biggest terrorist arsenal ever
found in Managua"-"more than
300" contact and concussion
bombs that cause much moise but
little damage and gasoline and
bottles for making firebombs.
In Washington, the State
Department rejected Somoza's
charge that President Carter's
human rights campaign was being
run by three Marxists-Patricia
Derian, assistant secretary of state
in charge of human rights; State
Department human rights co?rdinator Mark Schneider and a tlmd
person Somoza aides identified
only as Bob Pastor.
"The U.S. totally rejects the .
unfounded characterization and as
persions cast on three American
o fficiais,'' the department said.
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Club aids students

Nuclear industry has its industrial and governmeiHal proponents, but

throug~out t.he world, the nation. and Within the state there is growing an

£Editorial

o~~osJt,IOn k>rce; Ill New Mex1co the grass-roots coalition is named
Citizen s Against Nuclear Threats (CANT).
While CANT is a local action group they do communicate with national
antHJuclear group~. such as th~ Mobilization for Survival in Philadelphin,
and the Cac.tus Alliance, an alliance of groups found in Colorado, Utah,
~cvada, Anzona ~~d New Mexico, said Brad Bartlett·Lagorio, another
CANT member.
Our strength comes from our connections," said
Bartlett· Lagono.
Bartle.tt-Lagorio ~aid that CANT recognizes the need for energy but
they believe that pnvate, diyersified application of solar technolog; can
mee.t energy demands. He Said that solar energy provides more jobs and is
less Inflationary than nuclear power.
Bartl~tt:Lagorio said solar power could become inflationary as nuclear
energy .If 1l becomes the domain of large corporations that will push for
centralized, large solar generation stations.
In New Mexico CANT is especially concerned with informing the public
about the cOJ;trov~rsies su.rrounding the Waste Isolation Project Plant
(WIPP~ that IS bemg con.slde~ed for installation near Carlsbad in a salt
format~on. B~rt.let.t-Lagono smd a geologist at UNM who studied the salt
formatiOn sa.id 11 IS constantly dissolving and thus d;mgerous for storing
the highly poisonous nuclear debris left over from weapons production and
nuclear power generation.
T~e org~nizatiot~ ha~ called for a moratorium on opening any new
uramum m~nes unul eXJsting problems are solved. Bartlett-Lagorio listed
th~ contamination from mine tailings and health hazards for the uranium
miners as two such exiging problems.
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By Doris Martinez
College. Ail, the lifo.
Those of you who have attended college, are attending college or
have a buddy that's in college (or all of the above) probably know what
that statement means. Those of you who have never attended college,
or don't plan to and don't have a buddy in college, this is for you. It may'
change your rnind about seeking a college career.
True or False? "One of the biggest decisions to be made in college is
how long to wear the same pair of jeans without washing them."
True. On the average, and according to a recent poll taken by Stiff
Jeans Inc., the college student will wear the sarne pair of jeans for
seven days. However, if your jeans stand up and walk across the room
by themselves before the seven days are up, you may wash them
without fear of recrimination from your peers.
True or False? "There is a course offered at this university called
"Beer Drinking 101."
False. However, you rnay start a petition to incorporatte such a class.
The latest statistics st10w that g8 per cent of college students spend
rnore time consuming beer than consuming facts and figures. That is,
of course, unless you're of the male persuasion. Then you are eligible to
receive credit for consuming both beer and figures (female figures, of
course.)
True or False? "You will spend your evenings during the week
studying."
False. Who has time to study when you're trying to coordinate one
pair of jeans with two shirts and look like you're wearing something
different everyday.?
True or False? "College male professors are partial to female
students."
True. So, if you're not a girl and plan to attend college, rush out and
have a sex change operation. There are special rates during semester
break.
Getting the right answers to this ttlst is not important. And getting
the right answer on a test given in a college classroom situation is not
important either. What is important, though, when taking a test in
school, is trying to look intelligent. This giVes the illusion that you're
prepared for the test and this freaks out your classmates. This image
should space out your colleagues to the point where they'll miss the
question marked NAME.
.
Here are a few helpful hints on how to look smart: Order a tee-shirt
that says "Harvard" on the front and the back and wear it during a test.
Chew on your pencil and during the -frenzy oi a brainstorm, swallow
your eraser.
Take a calculator to class with you even though it's a quiz on ore
nithology. Scratch your head a lot. Bringing a few extra fleas with you
is not a bad idea. Show up with bags under your eyes; grocery sacks
are not recommended. If you do not know the answers to the test
questions, rnake up your own. This is always good for a few points.
If you have a buddy who is in college and you're not in school and/or
don't plan to attend, at least you can see what the good life is like.
You can see your friend sleeping from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. He needs his
rest. The night life is demanding. He has a shelf filled with brand new
books. They've never been touched. He dcesn't have a routine office
job sharpening pencils all day. However, sometimes he does sit behind
a typewriter typing a paper at two o'clock in the morning. But that's
usually on a slow night. He can show up to class whenever he get's up
in time for one.
No one is going to miss him in a crowd of 20,000 students.
College. Ah, the life.
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Clones' open letter

Club is ticket to ride

~
CARIAIO'S ·

Carrara's

Dear humanoids
Editor:
I am writing as a result of the recent nationwide publicity given to
cloning. I wish·to point out, to the ignorant among you, that clones are
not a product of the space-age, as some of you humans would prefer to
believe. Indeed, we clones have been around for thousands of years. In
order to avoid unnecessary flak from the "religious community," I
won't comment on just who the world's first clone actually was.
I do, however, wish to take this opportunity to announce that I, Bill
Hathcock, am a clone. I'm not the only one either, in fact, sorne of my
best friends are clones, and we are fed up to our test tubes with the
current talk about cloning.
POINT IN QUESTION: I (and my entire family of me's) sit down after
an impossible day's work (on an assembly line, of course) in an attempt
to squeeze out some simple entertainment from the different media
available to us, and in doing so, deliver rnyselves from the hum-drum
molds of every day life, and we are literally bombarded by such forms oi
outright abuse as:
a) almost·daily news stories blantantly insinuating that test-tube
babies are far superior to clones;
b) remarks that cloning is best left to the plants;
c) talk about the clones' life-style being incestuous;
d) warnings that too much cloning around will beget bad reputations;
e) and lastly, but not leastly, the utter rudeness of today's popular (or
is it notorious?) comedians who seem to be hopping on the "Ethnic
Joke of the Eighties" bandwagon by inventing done jokes. They all
rnust think they are real cute, but, if the truth be known, we clones
invented the clone joke over 1,500 years ago - only we always referred
to them as "human jokes."
SOLUTION: The time has corne for all reasonable talk to end, and for
action to begin. We have banded together to forrn a clan of radical
clones [which has been given the subtle name of "The Clone Invasion
Forces") who are dedicated to erasing the humanoids from the face of
the earth.
ONE MINOR PROBLEM: Someone on our staff (we can't tell who,
as we all look alike) accidehtally erased 18 one-half minutes of our
computer tape containing the addresses of our clones, so we can't
contact alf.ofyou to send you our battle olans.

Pizza & Italian Restaurant

Annual 2 for 1 sale
.."6005/WlHATHfi.

NCE!JEP SOMe fE% ANO

He CALlED HIM HOMG TO
Be WITH HIM .. "

"'
Q

Please don't send any photos of yourself, as we already know what
you look like. And don't send any exploding letters either, clones have
X-ray vlsioh, and We don't take practical jokes lightly.
NOTE TO INTERESTED HUMANOIDS: II you are interested in
assisting us in ourtakeover of the world (for which you will receive
"special consideratiohs" in the end) you may write, too. But, don't try
to lie ~ we c!Ohes are much too smart for that.
P.S. This is not a joke. If you have not enlisted by the tirne the in•
vasion starts, you wifl be on the annihilation list. There Will be no eX·

ceptions.

Bill Hathcock
Communication Officer
Clone Invasion Forces

i:

Today 11 a.m. to 3p.m.
(those standing in line at 3p.m. will be served)
Johnson Gym

Tennis Courts

Practice field

west -----~----------~---------------1----------------r---------------+-----------~~---------~St
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<
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Carraro's
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WHAT
!SIT?

I

Bring a friend along and choose bet.ween pizza, sandwiches,
salads, soups, desserts and beverages.

Our entire menu 2 for 1·
sorry, no takeouts, restaurant service only.

So, we are requesting that all clones send a sell-addressed, stamped
No. 10 envelope to:
Clone Invasion Forces
Enlistment Center
P .0. Box 2469
Santa Cruz, CA.
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distribtHion of information to the fall, The CEP has .\o far placed six
students; three with IRS and the
public media.
LaM year ATM provided free tax other three with HEW. It awarded
preparation of state and federal tax ;even $100 cd\ictllional whol;ureturns for 420 persons, ATM aho ships. Club members present!)
provided food baskets and dothing prm ide free peer cducutional
lJU~iness through free ll!toring.,
fm needy familic~ throu[!hout the tutoring. AIM provides accc11 to
acccs~ to supplies. files and the \\sc dty.
typewriter;, cnkulatm> a11tl nthci
of the association office for
cducntinnal material;.
Thc·y
This year ATM provided l'rce tax maintain a library ul c.:dtH:alion,~l
~tudying, tutoring, and through
cducalional scholarships funded by prcpanu inn for 500 pcrwns, whkh text" that can he U\t!'d free nf ~..-huq.te
is larger than past years. The by students.
the l'ommunily and ATM.
Coopcrmive Education Program
ArM is havinl' an opcnlwu"· .u
ATM seeks to develop op- (CEP) recently sent out 300 to 400 IHI.'i Roma, on l·ritlav, Sept. 11.
portunities for minorities through Jctlcrs to prtlspectivc employers to ATM
Bmincss
A"ocintwn
maintaining information in career gel jobs line<] up for summer and rrc>clllly comi;t; oi.,Jmcmhcn.
fields, providing access to the
community and a~sistance with an
emphasis on job information and
placement. The philosophy of
ATM is to help one another to
How would you li.kc to try out cross-country skiing thi.; winter, climb a
become part of the business 13,000 foot mo.untam next weekend or sleep on a bed of pine needles in
community, ATM emphasizes that some remote ':"lldcrness area? Your ticket to wch exciting outings b the
in order to succeed in their UNMMountmn Club.
philosophy, students must not
!he. club is going throu.gh a transition period and is seeking people with
forget their cultural heritage. ATM skiii.s m outdoor rccreatron and people wishing to Jearn techniques in
provides orientation to incoming raftmg, kayackmg, .c~~ping, climbing, wilderness use nnd a wide variety
business students and conducts of other outdoor aciJVi!Jes.
programs that will aid minorities
The Mountain ~lub. meets \\;'cdncsday evenings on the third lloor of
through recruitment (to include Ortega Hall. Mectmgs mcludc shde show, movies and often a speaker, and
high school levels), and the plans for out-of-town trips.

~·

DOONESBURY

Letters

Th.e ATM Business Association
provides assitance for minorities in
bus~ness and admistrative sciences,
busmess .education, economics, and
BUS with a concentration in

by Garry Trudeau
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Wasted away on Wednesdays
II) l>OIU'> MAHTf~EZ
We'll, 11 '; Wedne'>day. V.\• know
\., h~,·r c ull tlw htu gr oup1c•, ~lrc
ilead<·d tonight. Nothing like 2.1
,·c•Jil drink nipJll. r hcy'll ali be
thc·rc•. l he colkgtatc guys in their
>lripcd 'occer 'hirl,, the undcra~c
~~~ h tuthctr tight jcnn; and let's not
ltnget the ovcnile·hill women in
their I amolarc;,[)an,kin top; and
rr i!lcd hair.
~tanding out in the heal, rain or a
lla;JJ-ilood wailing to gel in to an
overcrowded, snwkc-Jillcll, fannypinching room i; nothing for tltcse
har groupie;. They'll put up with
jml <~bout anything.

The li ncs seem m i I es I o ng.
l·.veryonc i; impatient wondering

v.ilat lhc .:online; or the building
hold. Will "he" 'how up tonight?
Will "'>Ill:" go home with me?
llicw arc a kw quc,tiom that may
dan.:c around in the groupie\ heads
a' thev loiter out;ide awaiting
admittance.
..
A, they ncar 1he door, the underage kiddie> begin to rear that the
goon (this i' more commonly
known a; tltc bouncer for those of'
you who don't gel out too often)
will require proper proof of
identification. Many of you arc
probably already aware that a
tJNM I D card will not work. Nor
will an IDcard work ifi.t is a picture
of' lire opposite sex, as many of you
may have diseovcrcd by trial and
error.

The f'intthing lo doh head lor tile
With dnnks in hand, pockets and
restroom. Thmc lock' mu;t be
anywhere
ehe they can he carried,
bru.;hcd at lca\t 30 ;trokes (men
the
groupies
attempt to find a seat.
and women]. The women will have
The bar h crowded.
In adjust their lir' and douse
them\elves with "Essenee o!' Wild
"f:xcuse me, ladies. Would you
Woman." All right. After .sucking
like to join our table?" The two
their guts in, they're ready.
groupie' look at eaeh other and
then dcddc to join the two men.
They always travel in pair;, if not
The mentality or people tends to
in grours. They all line up at the drop con;iderably once inside a
bar.
bar. All common .sense is lost.

"I'll have 16 rum and cokes.
Jane, what'll you have?"
''Make it the same."

Bar groupies do not waste any
time. They like to get right down to
business.

"Do you lactic; come here of~
l.cn?"
The conversation isn't too intellectually stimulating.
"Who's playing here tonight? Do
you girls know?"
"The Beatles."
"The Beatles !? Really?"

"Yeah. We've got tickets and
everything. Some guys were selling
them at the door. Don't you have
yours.?u
"Are they really playing here?
No, they're not. Are they?"
"Maybe we're at the wrong bar,
Jane. They might be playing next
door. Let's split."
The alley, that also doubles as a
throughfare, is packed with
pedestrians bar-hopping back and
forth. Some people arc in the
parking lots smoking various
things. Others arc just airing out
their brains.
Once across the street and into
the next bar, Jane and her friend
join two other men.
"Can we buy you girls a drink?"
'+Sure!"

FM 94

"What do you girls like to do for
fun?''
"Drug!),"

uoh."
"Hey, this band sounds great.
Just like Led Zepp!in."
"Pardon me, but I think that's
the j ukc box. ••
Dedicated bar groupies can be
seen hopping from one night spot
to another throughout the evening.
Three bars is the absolute
minimum.

At a disco club, the mood and
style of things changes. Jeans are
tolerated, but disco dresses arc
preferred. The dress mode is to be
styled back, slicked-up and decked
out. The women can be seen in
dresses that glow in the dark, with
fruit in their hair and wearing fiveinch platforms. At first you wonder
if perhaps you haven't walked in on
a Star Trek costume party. For the
men, it's strictly the John Travolta
look-alike suit.

September

The pre-requisite for the men is
to bring lots of bucks and to have
see Satllrday Ni!',itl Fever at least
five limes. For the women, it is
required to have seen Srar Wars or
to dress as spaced-out as possible.

Sunday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

l

The disco places may be an interesting place to go on the
weekends,. but live entertainment is
where it's at on Wednesday nights.
The bands are rrelly good too.

1

thropology;191h

Centry

Navajo Weaving from
the permanent collection. Conlinuous through ·September 11.
Rm~ 102 of the Anthropology
Bldg. Keller Hall prasents: Joel
Rosenberg VIola recital. 8:15pm
Koller Hall.

UNM Art Museum pre·
sents: 181h Century
French 011 Sketches &
Highlights of tha 19th Century &
earlier _collection of paintings,
drawings, -and sculpture In tho
upper gallorles. Continuous
lhrough Nov. 5,

4

5

6

. UNM Women's Center

presents a lilm entitled
"A Women's Placo",
also "Who Who" SUB Ballroan.
UNM Art Museum presents: A
Fifteenth Anniversary Exhlbltron
In the North Gallery. MUseum
hrs. _aro Tues.-Fri. 7pm•10pm.

Fllm Commltte_e

pre·

se'lts: Films of Maya
Doron Bpm SUB Theatre.

UNM Women's Centet presents
a film entllled ''A Womon's
Place'\ also "Clorae and
Albee". 10:.0Dam & 2:00pm No.

7

Film Committee pro·
sents: ''M" a second
look at Fritz Lang's fllm
starring·
Peter
Lorro,
7pm
&
9:15pm
SUB
T .h e a t r e . U N M
Women's Ceriter presents two

13

I.1 4 .

20

21
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Maxwell Museum ol An-

Keller Hall presents:

Joint Recital by Sean
Danile, baritone, and

George Robert, _plano. Featuring
Schumann's "Dichter Liebe"
and Debussy's Preh.ldBs 1 BOOk I.
4pm Keller Hall

.'
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Santana In concert rain
or shine~ Tickets are'

$12.50, $10.50 & $7.50
and can be purchased at th(l
SUB Box: Office and all Ticket•
master outlets.

SUB Ballroom

Continuous showing through

f' ~ant

Union Building HoUrs:

12

Popejoy Hall Event:
Fernwood's PonUif, Mar·
tin Mull. 8:15pm Popejoy

films entllled. "Women .In
Management'' and "A -Women's

&2:30pm No.

ASUNM Film committee

presents: "Stagecoach"
slarrlng. John Wayne
and Claire Trevor.. 7pm &: 9;15pm
SUB Theatre

MOndaY• Friday ••••• 8am-9pm

Theatre

~•

&

9~15pm

SUB

UNM Football~ lobo vs
Hawaii at Hawa\L Fll~

9

Committee

presontso.

Emmanuel Joys ol a Woman"~
7prn _ & 9:15pm SUB Theatre,
ASUNMIPEC·presents u·ve music
and dancing at tho Subway Sta·
tlon. 9pm SUB B~soment~o

Gar~

cla'",10am a 2pm SUB Ballroom.

15

Film

Cgmmlllee-

pro~

sents: "Shoot lhe Plano
on.-Frt., .......... • 7am•10pm
__
_Player"; Francois Truf.
aturday, • .. • · • • • ~ 8am·10pm Hall
taut's se-cond feaiUia film, 7pm
& 9:15pm
SUB Theatre.
Business Oftlce SUB
ASONMJPEC
p're:Sents:
Mon.. ·Fri., •••• , ••••• 8am·5j)m
..Caaabel" at the Subway 'Sia•
Food Service:
tlori. Tickets are $1 -lo students
Casa Del Sol
with 10 and S2 for public.
Monday· Friday 7:30am·3pm
9:00pm SUB Basement
Dell
7
7
7
9
Mond'ay • Friday n- ~ arri•Spm +----A s uN
...M--::C-ul...tu-r...
at--:C:-om--+----;S-;:ta...t-o-=F--al:-r...1:-n-:d,-a-n-=o-.,+----:-AS;:::U::NM::-:Fi=l:-m-·::C-om-m...tt-te-e+----P::-o-p-oj:-o-,...H...a-:II...E::-,-.-nt-:-T-,h-e
-(t 5~~~~--~:J:e.Frlday g:3Qam·Bpm
millee presents: "The
Concert starring Paul
presents: "La Strada"
New Mexico Symphony
U~
~
Black Stone Magic
Ortega and ''Tho Isleta
starring Anthony Quinn.
Orchestra.
8:15pm
Saturday, • •· • .. • 10am•2 pm
Show"~ Tickets are $9, and S7; Poor' Boys". Tickets are $3 ad· 7pm&9:15pm SUBThealre
Popejoy HaiL ASUNM/PEC
11
TloVlvo
Students '/1 price. 8:15pm SUB vance $3.50 at the door. 8:oopmpresents:. Forelgneru fn con·
Monday~-Friday 6:308m-Spm Ballroom
SUB Ballroom. ASUNM Film
cerl.
Bpm
!JNM
Arena.
Saturday~.····· • • 9am-9pm
Cc.mmittee pi"esents: 20 lilms by
ASUNMIPEC presents an alter
Rocreallon Area
Bruce Bailie and Andrew Noren.
hours Disco at the Subway Sta-

19

Starr, 7pm

Keller Hall presents:
Daniel Gwl11 double
bass recital 8:15pm
Keller Hall. Film Commlttoe pre·
sents Animation Night 7pm &
9:15pm SUB Theatre. Uvo music
and dancing at tho Subway Sta·
tion -9pm. Two films, "Women in
and "S~lly

pros~nts:

Macho Power'' at the
Subwa:t St~tlon. $1 adm,
price for students, $2 gonoral
public.
9pm-12:30am
sua
Bas.oment. Film C·ommlttee
presonts: "The Magic Chrlstlan•i
starting PelOt Sellers, and Ringo

8

En~naorJog"

~UNMJPEC

2

"Seven

lng", Continuos through Sept. 2.
Student Activities sponsors
Chasqui Ayoquan ot Yacanlndlo
Artists Coalition SUB Mall

i

ll

Film Committee pre•
sents:

presents; "l-iow to Succeed In
Buslnoss without Really Try·

t

1

Saturday

Samural",_7pm & 9~15pm
SOB Theatre. Popejoy Hall

i

So, if you feel you need a break
from the norm, or even if you want
to see a norm, you don't have to be
a bar groupie to make a fool of
yourself. Just come as you are. See
you tonight!

AM 61

Monday

Calendar of
Activities

+
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8pm SUB Theatre

tfon.11pm·2amSUB-Basement

ASUNM Film Committee
ASliNM Film Commit·
presents: 1'lha Films of
tee:
''Wuthering
Gary Doberman". Bpm &
. Heights'' 7pm & 9:15pm
9:30pm SUB Theatre. ASUNM SUB Theatre~ Keller Hall
CUltural CommitiOO presents: A presents:. The UNM Symphony
J)lay by Nell Simons "California O_rehestra, Joel Rosenberg,. conSuile''. Tickets are $9, $8, $6j ductor at PopeJoy Hall. 8:15pm
students V1 priCe. 8:15pm
Popejoy Hall
·

ASUNMIPEC
presents
musiC and dancing at
the Subway Statron.
9pm SUB Basment

UNM Foolb•U, Lobos.- vs.

16

WJc:hlla at Wichita, Kan.
sas. .ASliNM/PEC pre.
sents music and dancing at the
Subway Station. 9:00pm SUB
Basement.
Film Comrriltloo
presents; "Loriny". Dustin HoH·
man is comic Lenny Bruce.
7pm-, 9:15pm & 11:30pm SUB
Basement

23

UNM f'ootball: Lobos vs.

30

UNM' Football: Lo. bos vs.
BYU;
Homo
Game

Unrverslt)' or las Vegas,
Nevada, Home Game
7:30pm Stadhm# ASUNM/PEC
presents: "Disc:o Night" at iho
Subway Station. 9pm-12:30am
SUB Basement

Salurday •...•••••• 10am·9pm
The _New Mexico Wheel·
men depart every Sun·
day at-· 9am from the
Popejoy Hall Box Olllce. There
ls _a two-hour slow paced ride
and a four-hour ride for 111ore ex-

24

perienced

I

.II
~~-

. ; I'

riders.

Open.

to

UNM TeaChing ·Gallery
Exhibition; "Roy De
.
Forest'' prints recently
completed by the artist at
Tamarind Institute. CoriiTnuous
through Oct. ·a~ 8am·5pm Rm202
of the new Art Bldg,

25

26

anyone ovor 13. Questions, call
264·7609 betw£fen 8 a.m. and 4

Keller Hall pr9se_ nts: The
friends of Music: Bene·
lit Concert featuring
UNM faculty artists. The Friends
of Music Inc. 15 an organization
devoted
to the
financial
assistance of tahmted yOung
musicians at UNM. All tickets
are $3,00 8:15p.m. Keller Hall.

27

Because you want the finest

~,
... - ... .
...

:M
·. '.·

+
.
1 .,

your bride and Zales selection
of stylish wedding sets.
a.· 2-Diamo11d Brldal Set, $675
b. 3-Diamond Bridal Set, $600
Both available it1 14 kat'al white or yellow gold.
Winrock and Coron;Ido Center, Montgomery Plaza,
Downtown and Five Points
~~~~a··
. r'~;: ~ ,.. ,,,,,p......• ,;;~
VIS< j,
. !['"'.!'·.·.~·
!•q•·t,r."\·~"'. ,. ......,_.,.,
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Zales and Friends make wishes come trucl

ZA.LES
The Diamond Store

f
'·

!,

L

•1

7:30pm

Film

Afraid To Ask".. 7pm & 9:15pm

SUB Theatre._ ~opejoy Hall
Ewnt: Jr. Miss of New MeXico
8pm,

JAZZ NIGftf

at
NIOLLY'S

. ·II

.

Sladtum.
Committee:
.,Every1hlng You AlWays· Wanlod
To Know AbOut Sex: But Were
ASUNM

compalitlon.S~

.

j:

29

p.m., Monday·friday •

'
l!".

'\ ;
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Largest Selection of
Day Packs in Town

Keepsake'

North Fac;e, LA.s.,

R~i~t"mllli;om<"indRii>J;:'i

Hine Snow ·Bridge,
Chouinard arid l<etty

120 Coronado Center

''If the meal's worth the time,
it's worth a stein of Steffl."
5,000 years have made beer into a genuinely
popular drink. To meet rising demands for
higher quality, however, this natural
beverage must undergo potent treating processes. The progress made in the field of
technology has led to the development of
production processes that give our firm's products a big lead in quality,, not only natimtally but also more and more in the area
of world-wide exports.

Sierra Design,

Every Sunday

8:00 • 11:30 p.m.

8904 Menaul N.E.
Brauerei Schwechat A.C., which traces its
origins back to the yeat 1632, has fundamentally influenced the art of brewing. So it was
that our firm, back in 1841, made international brewing history with a momentous
discovery. By introducing the bottom
fermentation brewing process, the world's
first pale lager beer was produced and, as a
result,. the tremendously important struggle
to achieve the stabilization of flavour finallv
came to an end.
"

....
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i
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Crime plagues campus

Theft, battery reported
lly I'ENELOI'Ii WIH>NSKI
bar.s, book carrier and gear shift mounted on handel
I hh week two cases of indecent exposure were bar'>. The lock was cut by an unidentified tool. On
~t•portcd to campus police. A victim stated that she Aug. 31 a Peugeot valued at $100 was stolen. [lhasa
v.a> sitting in her parked aultl in the computer center bookrack and red air caps. The victim said that his
when a man walked pass her twice. As he walked by he bike was secured with a cable lock and that persons
was holding his hat in his hand and moved it from in unknown to him had removed his bicycle from the
h on I of his body and exposed his penis at2:20 p.m. on bike rack. The victim also said that his bicycle was not
Aug. 30. The suspect is reported to be 5' I", 140 lbs., registered with the campus police. The bicycle was
black short hair, dean shaven, wearing a green shirt stolen from the nonh side of the Fine Arts Building.
and a black cowboy hat with a feather. Ten minutes On Aug. 29 a red 10 speed bicycle valued at $50.00 had
later the same man was reported walking west on Los the chain cut and was stolen.
Lomas as he passed the second victim he removed his
On Aug. 31 the department of physiology reported a
hat from in front of his body to reveal his penis. The wooden table removed from the loading dock, it was
suspect continued walking toward the university.
not secured. The table has six legs, is 10'X4', brown in
Brenda Christian, a llNM student, charged Hassan color and valued at $400.
Khojastchpour with battery. Christian reported that
On Sept. I the Mail Room 161, of Johnson Gym,
Khojastchpour grabbed her shoulder and shoved her Instructional Media Service, reported that a Kodak
In a dispute over a parking space. Christian was ad- slide projector has been missing since June 7. It is
vised on the proceedurcs of filing a complaint at the valued at $106.
magistrates court. Khojast<·hpour denies grabbing or
Several cases of larceny were reported this week. On
shoving vi:tim.
Aug. 29 an olive green backpack with three books, a
black leather wallet containing $15, UNM J.D. and
On Aug. 28 a blue IBM Selectric Il typewritter was credit cards was stolen. On Aug. 30 a left front
t<1kcn from BCMC. The typcwritter was on a desk on window of a '77 Toyota pickup was broken by an
Fri. 25 at 5 p.m. But, on Monday 28 it was missing. unknown instrument. Stolen from the car was a brown
The typewritter was valued at $800.
leather billfold, N.M. drivers license, staff and student
Last week Rosemary Dean had a set of manufac· UNM J.D., a cream colored straw hand bag, and
I ured hub caps stolen off her Thunderbird at the medication bottles containing preludin and benedictin.
Mental Health Center. Again this week on Aug. 25th. The wallet and contents were stolen from the front
at the same place she had her hub caps stolen. They are seat of the car in the parking lot of the football
valued at $220.
stadium. Also this week a brown leather wallet was
On Aug. 28th. a man walked into the ladies locker stolen from the Parrish Library. The wallet contians a
room of Johnson Gym on the southwest side. He is checkbook and credit cards. The purse was left
6'1" tall, 165 lbs., blond shoulder length hair, and a unattended for about five minutes.
There was a case of crminal damage reported by a
beard, wearing a white t-shirt and light blue jeans.
This week three to-speed bikes were stolen on security aid Andrew W. Millon. He reported that
campus. On Aug. 30 a 24V•", white Gitane, Tour de unknown persons broke the middle window pane to
France valued at $750.00 was stolen from the bike rack the door leading into the hallway of wing 2 of
on the west side of Johnson Gym. A social security Coronado Hall located at the loading dock on the east
number is in~ravcd on the frame wheels, scat, handel side.

Volunteers needed
to man
election booths

Women studies
hosts open house
111

l he A!'ilJNM Elections
Cununis,ion will hold a special
clc~tinn for two constitutional
amcndmcnb Thursday, Sept. 14
I rom 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
There will be polling booths
set up in the SUB, La Posada,
Mitchell Hall and on the lawn of
the
President's
house.
Volunteers are needed to help
man the booths. Persons interested rnay contact ASUNM at
277-5528.
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Friendship is the keyword for
members or the Returning Students
Association (RSA).

I,II

Member Russell Sommers said
the purpose of RSA is to provide
"peer support for the nontraditional student."

1\

u
u

"Non-tract itional'' students,
Sommers said, are those who have
been out of the educational system
for six months or more and are now
readjusting to academic life.

I_~

I

Shops that sell flowers, sporting
goods, records and women's
clothing have all found new homes
in the New Mexico Student Union
building.
The shops, two of which are
already open, are located in the
glass booths at the east-facing side
in the SUB.
Already open for business are the
flower shop and Olympic Sporting
Goods. LP Goodbuy and a
women's clothing shop will occupy
the other two of five booths.
Ted Martinez, Director of the
SUB, said, "When we built these
booths, we built them as flexible
spaces which could be used in
different ways. They have been
used as overflow areas and rented
out for various activities.''
This year, Martinez said, the

SUB is experimenting with the idea
of renting out the space to different
shops.
Martinez said, "The purpose of
the shops is to bring more students
into the SUB and have shops on
campus that are convenient to the
student."
The one thing the shop idea does
not want to do, Martinet said, is
compete with the eating places or
the El Mercado in the SUB.
"We have to be careful that
whatever we bring in does not
compete with those shops and
eating places already in the SUB,''
Martinez said, "We want the new
shops to compliment what we
already have in the building."
Martinez said the leases are for
six months and that after they have
run out, they are renegotiated. ·
Martinez also explained that the
price per square foot is nh1e to ten
dollars.
c.

POULSEN PHOTO

Ann Nih/en, coordinator of Women Studies.
The Women Studies program is hosting a biannual open house on Sept.
6 from 2:30 to 5 p.ni. in Marron Hall. All persons interested in learning
more about the Women Studies program are encouraged to attend. The
open house will be hosted by Ann Nihlcn, the newly appointed coordinator.
"We want to introduce students to the Women Studies teachers in a nonacademic atmosphere," Nih len said.
Nihlen was a founding member of the Women's Studies Colleetivewhich
evolved into the present day Women Studies program. She taught courses
in the program in 197 3, while acquiring her doctorate in educational
foundation. After a two-year absence she has returned from the State
University or New York at Buffalo, to continue here work with the women
.
st u d tes program.
She has encouraged stttdents to attend this open house to get a chance to
converse wilh tc'achers of many fall semester classes. Some of the classes
offered this fall are: Women and Law, Wornen and Self·Education,
Womett of the Southwest, Redi fining Women, La Mttjer Chicana, History
of Women-Ancient to Modern, Women in Literature, and Economics t\f
•.
F...
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The "Rocky Horror Picture
Show" fan club meets every Friday
and Saturday at midnight at Don
Pancho>.
The picture show, which has been •
playing
continuously
since
February, sells out every weekend,
said a Don Panchos manager.
"And the funny thing is, ies the
same people who line up every
night,'' said a spokesman. "This
movie attracts a cult following to be
sure, but just what kind of cult?"
he said.
Participants
attend
the·
"Transylvestite" musical dressed,
as is the cast, in surgical gowns,
space suits, tuxedos and dracula

h
T e UNM law school will hold a "prelaw night" Sept. 12 from 7 to 9
p.tn. at Bratton Hall, ll 17 Stanford NE, to answer a wide range of
questions about admission to law school.
Peter Winograd, associate dean of the UNM law school, said, "This
~eeting is designed to deal with anything that isrele~ant to getti,ng in~o law
school. Wehopc to.get 200.to 300 people here that mght and were gomg to
trywt~mogra
answedr all.dt~hetr quedsltohns.'' .k·
.·
lk b. ... b
'f
sat
e an ot er spea ·ers wt 11 ta. . ne 11 y a out dtf crent
,1 . · 0 f1 · 11 r d ·11 h
· d
·
' spe:ts
aw s~ 0°. an Wt_ t en respon to questtorts. .
. .. .
.. _
. Wtno~rad Wtll. dtscuss the La~ School Data Assembly Servtce and
genera! mformattort about apply!i1g to law scho.ol.. Law sc)1ool Dean
Fredenck Hart will talk a~out the ~aw School AdmtSStO~ ~est, tls cont~nts
and.. tnethods ?f prepa~tng for ·~· '-;aw school. a~mtsstons comrntttee
cllamnan W. (,arret! Fhckmgcr wtl! chscuss appltca!ton to the UNM law
sc·11(., 0 1.

anyone, of any age, can't get a
degree in any program he chooses,''
Sommers said.
The organization., he said
provides help to the returnees i~
"surviving the.undergrad jungle.''
Meetings are held monthly each
time at the home of a different
member.

A monthly newsletter is also sent
to members during the school year.
But he did stress one thing above
all else, friendship.
All returning students arc invited
to stop by the RSA lounge on the
first floor of the SUB to meet and
talk with other returning students.

Agora counsels
students in crises

NORML outlines its
decriminalization
goals for this year

Goals for this year, Kaplan said, include trying to get the Mayor's
commission studying the pot Jaws to recommend decriminalization.
The second goal is to gel the Albuquerque city council to decriminalize
pot in the city.
The third goal is to get the state legislature to decriminalize pot in this
session.

~
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Kaplan said the third goal is, "100 per cent contingent on whether the
city decriminalizes it.''
Services NORML provide include; a lawyer referral service, a general
information service and to make marijuana laws better for students,
'
Kaplan said.

'

.

NMPIRG: representing
the state public interest

'II
i

The N .M. Public Interest stoves. lt is funded, directed and
Research Group, (PIRG) a controlled entirely by UNM
brainchild of Ralph Nader is an -students. PIRG combines the
active, full-time force representing expertise of professionals with the
student concerns and the public enthusiasm and ideals of students,
interest. PJRG publishes consumer for constructive long-term gains in
interest brochures, such as a guide the social and physical environments.
to home heating with firewood

Chicanos meet
;vtc\a Chicann is an organization
of Chicano graduate studctJtl, that
work.; with minority concerns and
issues at UNM,
The group puts out a newsletter
to 650 students with Hispanic last
names. Those interested attend
planning meetings once a month
during lunch hour in the SUB. The
board of directors and officers also
meet once a month.
The organization has been at

He said dues are $1 a year, with
Agora is UNM's student crisis
no time limit on when it is to be
and counseling center.
paid.
Emphasis is placed on nonprofessional, yet competent and
confidential peer-counseling to deal
with student problems-anything
from loneliness to depression to
sexuality to suicide.
In addition, Agora has a complete information &nd referral file
service.
The organization serves from
about 5,000 students a year and is
the oldest of its type in the US. It
has been in operation since 1970.
By JOHN CHADWICK
Agora's v.olunteer staff is
thoroughly trained and new
Tokers, take heart, there is an organization for vou.
volunteers are sought every
The National Organization for Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML), semester to enable the on-going 24dedicated to the decriminalization of marijuana in the state, is an ASUNM hour operation of the center.
chartered organization.
An orientation meeting for
Agora's fall training will be held on
Alex Kaplan, State co-ordinator, said everyone who is a member of Monday, Sept. 11 at 7 p.m. in
ASUNM is automatically a member ofUNM NORML.
Mitchell Hall room 122.
He said state wide, there are 300 members, with 250 of the 300 here in
Albuquerque.

outfits.
Rice is thrown by the audience to
celebrate the wedding scene at the
beginning. During the rain scene,
squirt guns bombard the auqience
with water.
For a song called "There's a
Light Over at the Frankenstein
Place," the audience ignites a blaze
of lighters, matches and flares,
oblivious to city Fire codes.
Audience paticipation is added to
every song in the musical, including
a group dance on stage at the end.
The audience yells out cues for
the actors, such as "Kick the tire,''
or "Lick your Lips" in anticipation
of upcoming scenes.

'Prelaw night' will cover
admission to law school

Membe.rs help the new returning
students m such areas as classes,
teachers and financial aid.
"We feel there is no reason why

Everything about school is
geared to the "traditional''student,
18 years olq, who has never been
out of schoolli fe,. he said.

Business opens
in SUB booths
By I'ETER MADRID

Club supports returnees

RSA stresses friendship

i:

City theatre lures lovers
of Rocky Horror show

Islamic society
provides social,
religious activity
"We think of religion as a way of
life,'' said Abdullah Basabrain of
the llNM Islamic Society, ''And we
try to provide both social and
religious activities for Muslims that
are generally not available in
Albuquerque.
The fundamental belief of Islam,
Basabraih said, is "there is only one
God and Muhammad is His
· prophet," but Muslims also respect
other religions such as Judaism and
Christianity, "We believe that
Ghrist was also a prophet .of God,
as do the ChriStians," Basabrain
said.
Each Friday afternoon prayer
services are held at :3105 Central
N.E. at 1 p.m. The society also has
social and devotional meetings in
the homes of various members each
Saturday. Ot1 Monday, Sept. 4,
tslatnic "Students celebrated the end
of Ramadan, the Muslim month of
fasting.

By S. MONTOYA
"Student Health Insurance has been taken out by about 2,500 students
thh fall," said Charles Brothers, Keystone Life Insurance Co. sales
representative.
The two-year contract, which recently became effective, stipulates a
''guaranteed rate of charges.'' Coverage allows for comprehensive medical
care throught the Student Health Cen!er.
Represented by factions of the UNM populace, a five-member commission drafted the policy that now exists. Chaired by Dr. Beres, other
representation included the dean's office, a UNM student, a physician and
an insurance agent.
Allowance for purchasing only a semester's amount of insurance at a
time is one of the changes since last year that is now in effect. Payment of
the insurance can be made at the Student Health Center or the cashier's
office in Scholes Hall.
Previously the cashier's office would not accept payment of a single
semester's coverage which "caused some minor problems which were
quickly resolved," said Brothers.
Cost of the coverage for the fall semester is $27; spring and summer
coverage costs $43 and a full year's coverage will cost $70.
Benefits of the coverage include, for the most part, partial reimbursement of surgeons' fees, anesthetists' fees, medical attention in the
hospital, out-patient care, emergency room expenses and ambulance
•
.
services.
"Rates for dependents of students are in addition to students rates,"
and are important because "the two separate figures appear to have
deceived students," said Brothers.
Helen Romero, a 23 year-old, third-year elementary education major
purchased coverage for the fall semester recently. "The awareness of
current hospital costs and the very good overall treatment of the Student
Health Center enticed me to buy the insurance," said Romero.
Final application deadline for coverage is 4 p.m., August 8 at the
Student Health Center. "Anything received in August II mail, will,
however, be accepted,'' said Brothers.

li
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UNM lor about four yenrs. The
!!roup in the pa'1 ha., helped to
support the Chicano Art Show,
ChicatJO Literary Conference and
La Mujer Chicano.
!11esa Chicana work.; clo.1cly with
Dr. Spolsky, dean of the Graduate
School. The group has met with the
colleges of UNM 10 discuss
minority admission policies. They
work to improve low minority
admissions in cen.ain colleges of the
university.

Used Omega
B22XL Enlarger ... $99.95
Used Omega
D5VXL Enlarger. $400.00

New Durst
F30 Enlarger ..•. $89.95

MUSIC MUSIC MUSIC

AM 61

rb.....-o....ilfather's

l

I
I

1

I got TWO offers

I you can't refuse!
I

I

0. This 32 oz.

Glass Filled
With COKE.

a

Tr~rk~·

*WHEN YOU BUY A SMALL, MEDIUM
OR LARGE GODFATHER'S PIZZA.

SUWII 1111111
UNM"S NITE SPOT
t.• '
I'

Dance To:

Likely Story

I

l;

I·

{:
t ·,

; ,f.

Friday and Saturday Sept. 8 , 9
doors open at 8:30
Door pl'izes
Contests
Adm.ission
Stttdetli.s plus a guest

81.00 w/ll NM ID pttbllc 82.00

.

j
'

CONI U AID PABTYl

1

I
I

I
I

FOR. A YEAR.

Just bring in the 32 oz. glass and we'll fill it up FREE
everytime you order a Godfather's Pizza. Not once, but
all year long through next.October. But hurry. Quantities
are limited. Offer ends when supply of glasses is
exhausted.

Goafather's Pizza
106 Buena Vista SE

L- - - - - \fade-rna"'~
Coe.i·COI&" and "Co-e Itt iegtSieted

•

247-9591

I
I
I

I

_·
J
----

'f!iMteh . .Tiro, ihe, Sarna prixiuC\ ol The CIXI·COia COmp1ny

!I
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Art shown
l he A.S.A Gallery is located University art, Till and Hurley plan
down stair> in the S.U.B. acro>l to have an imported show from
from the S.U .B. Theatre where Canada.
oome of the best local and imported
The show~> arc free to everyone
art may be found.
What i; meant by local art b the and apparently are popular. Shows
work oJ University \tlH.lcnt~> and will be advertised in advance in the
Alhuquerq ticanl. The 1h0w1 l.ollll.
U1ually run along a general theme,
1md lasl yea" coordinaiOr, Bob
Any
artists interested in
Widdccomhc. Thi1 year directors dhplaying and po.11ibly seLling his
lim llurlcy and Rul'cl Till intend art should contact either Russel Till
to llc)\ill the y<·ar with a lhow or or .lirn Hurley. They can be found
print 1 on Sert. II. in the Ci<dlcry between I I a.m. and
r luhid<• of rt!(IOIIal 1how, including l a.m. everyday.

Students acquire forum

Group aids the disabled
Di1abled Student> on Campus
was formed four years ago to
provide help to disabled students
who have problems with class
;chedules, communication and the
administration.

Through this organization,
di.1ab!ed students can voice their
opinions helping them to get
problems solved. Getting these
students together also gives them a
social group to belong to.

ARE YOU HANDICAPPED
AND IN NEED OF
TRANSPORTATION?

Although the group's function is
to aid disabled students, it is
opened to non-disabled students as
well. Last year one-fourth of the
members were nondisabled.

i
·,

I"!"'"''""
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--- ---·-·- - - - - - - - - c - - - - - - -

A_L..-A;M
'J,·,;·;'ju"'/''..- , ~};.,..t"',.~u•

C®EJ:J~

(:: enteur

.3!60() Central SJE

J?Jn 2;bb-31bOO

1
1_IGr•ntrnl at Cmiislel

• Xerox

CoplP>

5~

MOnday
Fr~day
8 am to 6 pm
Sat
9 to 3
24 hr. Emergency
service, 345 ·· 4814

• Collaling
o Blndtng
CP

The Mayor's Office of the City of Albuquerque
is conductihg a survey of the transportation needs
for those city residents who are mobility impaired.

Bluepnnling

" Drawlng Reductions
o Large Copies

If you are handicapped and live within the city
limites, we want to hear from you. Please take a few
minutes to compiete the survey shown here and
return it to us.

.

.!

• Volume Discounts

We're proud to offer the Xerox 1860-a Remarkable machine that will reproduce your copy on
a great variety of paper, fabrics, transparencies
colored paper, and on both ~ides, in large sizes
up to 18 inches wide from originals up to 36

If you are not handicapped but know someone who is, please give him or her this survey for
his or her response.
If you have already completed this survey, we
thank you for your participation.

James Fisher tackles an obstacle course in a wheelchair during last semester's Disabled
Awareness week.

Honoraries tap scholars

a
Finding daylight down the sideline or
from behind the end zone, you'll find the cheerin'
of every Pepsi Generation making the
most out moment. And when time-out's called.
they call for plenty of ice-cold PepsiCola. But Pepsi Peopl~ ar~n't jus~ sport~ fans in the
stadium. They're ktds tn Pepst-Cola s Youth
Sports Program~learning sports skills today
they can use for a Iifetime.
Kids learning to love the excitement of all sports
each and every day. Kids learning to
maKe each day a Pepsi Day. You can,
too. C'rnon, C'mon, Clrnon
and Have a Pepsi Day.

In the past the club has elected
members who also show interest in
community service.
The club's major activity is
election and presentation of the
Educator of the Month, an award
honoring professional excellence in
instruction and administration.
Membership is by invitation
only. Junior club members
becoming seniors are often
recommended for membership in
Blue Key.

The Mayor's Office will tabulate this survey
and then make recommendations as to how the
City should respond to the transportation needs of
its handicapped residents. Therefore, it is most
important to send us your completed survey no
later .than September 15, 1978.

~l
I

According to federal transportation _guidelines, the definition of "handicapped person" is any
person who has a physical or mental impairment
that substantially limits their ability to get to and
from, or on and off a bus.

Blue l<ey
UNM's Kahtali Chapter of Blue
Key, part of a national honor
fraternity,
was founded to
recognize outstanding scholastic
achievement by students also
engaged in service and social work.
Membership is by invitation
only, and the club is closely aligned
with UNM's Las Campanas club.

YES NO

..

Please state what type of aids, such as wheelchairs, etc.,
you use? __ -~· .~ . __ -----~ __ ~-- _____ ...
What are the street names of the intersection nearest to
your home? . ________ .. _ _ ----~ ·-----·-

-----·-- -----

Are there any physical barriers, such as high curbs or
no sidewalks, or any physical impairment or fraility
which may inhibit you from getting to the nearest bus
stop?
_______ ,._ .. -~- __ ~---·~~---------- _, .. _

YES NO

Do you have access to private transportation, such as a
specially equipped car or van?
YES
If yes. please specify what type _________ . ·-·· · - · - -

NO

11 you have access to public transportation, please rank your possible
destinations from 1 to 10 with 1 being the most-important place for you and
1 0 the least important.
Rank 1 to 10
Work (where?)

UNM
Uof A
TV"I
Downtown
Old Town
Sl1opping (where?) _ . . _ . _____ . ------ Hospital/Clinic (which one) _ _ -· ... ~·-- .. --·--·
other
.. -~ __

Weekly

Daily
1

Thank you for this information. II you have already
ftlled out one of these
surveys. please do not send
111 another one.
Please mail th1s survey
before September 15. 1978

I
I

,.I'!
d
!

l

i· 1

Monthly

#1
#2
#3
8. Please circle the average nurnber of one-way trips you would take on public

transportation during a day.

to:

ALBUQUERQUE

1. less than 2 trips
2. 2 to 4 trips
3. more than 4 trips

t4

We would like to inform you as tC> the results of this survey. Therefore, we would
appreciate it if you would give us your name ana add(ess for this reason. This
information is optional.

Ull

~

T

NAME .. _ - _ - _____ ·---~------~-------------ZIP----

i.

..'·

Are you handicapped as defined here?
· Please do not contmue wttn tnts survey unless you
have answered "yes" to above question.

7. Please indicate the number of trips you would take to the above destinations
you ranked 1 to 3.

Mortar Board
The MAlA Chapter of Mortar
Board, part of a large national
honorary organization, is open to
UNM seniors with a 3.0 or better
GPA and experience in community
or campus service work. Qualifying
seniors become members through
invitation.
One of the club's major activities
is
co-sponsoring,
with
lntrafraternity Council, Senior
Day. Tentatively planned this year
for Nov. 11, Senior Day is a day set
aside for general orientation of
state high school students interested
in attending UNM. This year the
club also plans to reintroduce the
lost tradition of "Hanging of the
Greens," a ceremony of hanging
Christmas greenery around the
campus president's home.

CIRCLE ONE
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Ballroom Dance Club
offers glide across floor
Do you want to !cam how to
dance, but don't want to .\pend
hundred; of dollars on dance
ICI\om'? Maybe you already know
how to dance, but would like to do
it more often. Maybe you'd just
like to have something to do, meet
people, and have a good time . .I oin
the UNM Ballroom Dance Club.
What i1 the UNM Ballroom
Dnnce Club'! It's one of the most
popular dubs at UNM devoted to
ll'aching and practicing
ballrom
dan~e

The term ballroom dance
doc.;n't mc;m you have to dance
like l.uwrencc Wclk and blow

week. These lessons are taught by
certified
instructors.
The
workshops last between five and ten
weeks, said President Paul
Losinski. A list of the scheduled
classes can be picked up in room
176 in Johnson Gym, or you can
call298-4597 for more information.
The club itself meets every Friday
night just for fun. A few lessons are
given, but mostly it's just a time to
practice and meet people. You
don't need a partner and you don't
need a lot of money, you can even
have two left feet, said Jean Long,
and you're still welcome to come.
"Dancing is addictive," she says,

bubbles as you glide across the
noor, of course you can if you
want. Ballroom dance encompasses
everything from the fox trot to the
latest di>co steps. Anything and
evcryting you always wanted to
know about dancing, but were
afraid to pay for, is waiting to be
taught in the UNM Ballroom
Friday nights at 7. Anyone is
welcome, said Jean Long, the
club's Treasurer.
The club stems from the
Ballroom dance classes taught in
P.E., but the club is an entirely
separate organization. The club
puts on workshops during thw

Radio offers training
II you are inteJe\ted in building radios you might be
able to help revive l1NM'1 Amateur Radio Club.
Right now the club h in "limbo" says Paul Gcttllll\ll, prc;idcnt or the club.
"1 h~n:'.; not much new blood" Gettman ;aid. He
;aid mo1t or the member have graduated and gone
ci'>cwhcrc.
The oltl advisor or the Radio Club is on sabatical in
Au;trnilia but will be back in December ofthi!, year or
next ycut, Gettman said. Hopefully the club will come
back in full
then he said.

The Amateur Radi<J Club is primarily a social
organization for people whose hobbies include
building radios with frequencies that can reach the
world over, Gcttrnan said.
He said the dub provides space for people to work
at their hobby.
In the past, the club has provided services in
emergency situations, Gettman said.
If the Amateur Radio Club sounds like it might suit
your fancy you can contact Professor Cordaro of
Electrical Engineering.
Hw nc'v C'happy MopcU doc..,n'l
look much like the a...-i!ragc moped
hcL'au-.c w., not the av~:ro~c moped
It'.., a Yamaha.
1\m.l there nrc mmc than 20 }'t:Htr\ ol

two·whccl lcchnolog.~ hehind 11-.
dc\ign,
And .feature\ like: lm..-

Radio club
in ..limbo'
If you are interested in building radios you might be able to help revive
UNM's Amateur Radio Club.
Right now the club is in "limbo" says Paul Gettman, president of the
club.
"There's not much new blood" Gettman said. He said most of the
member have graduated and gone elsewhere.
The old advisor of the Radio Club is on sabatical in Austrailia but will be
back in December of this year or next year, Gettman said. Hopefully the
club will come back in full swing then he said.
The Amateur Radio Club is primarily a social organization for people
whose hobbies include building radios with frequencies that can reach the
world over, Gettman said.
He said the club provides space for people to work at their hobby.
In the past, the club has provided services in emergency situations,
Gettman said.
If the Amateur Radio Club sounds like it might suit your fancy you can
contact Professor Cordaro of Electrical Engineering.

Hopa club

celebrates
traditional

hldUt;tion "iY'>tcm for punch, a kick

tran.,mi.,.,inn, and hydrau!ic~coil
"Pring rcttr c;u~pension. And a IOL
JlltlrC.

Like all moped~. lhc Chappy h.
unbclcivably economical.
But
unlike any olhcr moped in the
world, it't:. a Yamaha, So it L"Omcs
with complete Yam;1ha parts and
service
to
~ack
h
Ufl.
All of which adds up to a funny
looking moped tl\at'!> really a. very
~crious little machine-.
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folkdancing

Folkdance group
offers instruction
Ballet Folklorico· de UNM
teaches Mexican and Chicano folk
dance and music to students of
UNM.
Dances are taught and meetings
are held at 2704 Socorro NW.
Beginning classes are held on
Monday
and
Wednesday.
Advanced classes are held on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thur-

sday.
Ballet Folklorico de UNM is a
branch of Ballet Folklorico de
Albuquerque, a dance studio for
the community.
This summer the dance group
was involved in the Arts in the .
Parks program offered by the city.
In the spring, Ballet Folklorico
perfarms at the U NM Fiesta.

gears up

for Lobo
football

.
I

ccntcr nf g.ruvit}- for "tability. wide
tire... our patcrued Torque
\lilrtcr, dual range autnmntic

Yell group
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L
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What do you say when you're
having a good time7 You could say,
"Boy arn I having a good time",
but that takes too long. Why waste
your breath when you could say it
all in one Serbo-Croation word;
"Hopa!". Hopa can be translated
to the Spanish "Ole" or the English
"Whoopee", but more important
than that it stands for the UNM
Folkdancing Club, "Hopa!"
Hopa is a lot of fun, says Hopa's
Secretary-Treasurer Patsy Gregory.
Every Sunday night at 7:00 a group
of 30 or more people meet at the
Heights Community Center at 823
Buena Vista to dance folkdances
from all over the world.
The dances are mostly Eastern
European traditional folkdances,
or Dalkan dances, from such places
as Greece, Ugoslavia, Bolivia, and
Rumania. Having a partner is no
problem. Most of the dances are
done in lines, says Gregory.
Anyone can go to the meetings
and Jearn. The only requirement is
that you like to dance, "And we
dance a lot", says Gregory.

HEW gives UNM
fellowship grant

j

!

UNM Cheerleaders, getting ready for the
football season, form a pyramid.

i

I
BINNEWEG PHOTO

LJNM has received a $56,lXlO pllrtunitv for member' of' minoJity
grant from the U.S. Department of' ~r<>up;. Thi; helps 1em force ll\Jf
Health, l'dticatiou and Welfare position of nationul leadership in
(HEW) to fund Ill minority thil area."
graduate
and
profe~Sional
Spobky said, "Thb h a major
fellowship.\ and a minoritv development in our program to
recruitment and retention prograni, recruit minority students and
Graduate School Dean Bernard women
for
graduate
nnd
Spolsky announced.
profc,sional fidds in which they arc
The fellowships, which already underrepresented.
have been awarded to seven women
"Of the mt~jor univcrsitie.> in the
and three men, nre intended 10 help U.S.," Spolsky said, "UNM has
first year graduate students who the highest percentage of minority
would not otherwi"e have un- students in graduate .1chool. But we
dertaken graduate or professional Wllnt to improve Umt percentage.''
study.
Winners of the fcllow.ships in
Nationwide, 350 fellowships were electrical engineering and computer
allot·ed to 54 colleges and science arc: Donna Schult? of
universities but only five other Albuquerque; Patricia J. Duy of
schools
received
as
many Stilwater, Okla.; and Lynn Koehler
fellowships as UNM. UNM lead all of New Brunswick, N.J.
Recipients who will do graduate
other southwestern universities in
work in the mat!Jen1at.ics and
the number of fellowships granted.
UNM President William Davis statistics department arc: Lorraine
said, "! am very pleased with this Baca and Diana Peppin of
recognition of our strong com- Albuquerque and l.enkc Vietoris;
miLtment to educational op- ofSant:l Fe.
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Coming Soon to
8 Albuquerque
National locations.
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A Friend To Bank On
6·AJW to lZMidnieht
7 Days a Weel{!
B;n king hours to fit your actiJ•e academic schedule. Before classes, after classes, on weekends, during regular banking hours.

6

Banlt,in~

Services

• 16 Different trransactions

From Your ANB Che~king, Savings and Master Charge Accounts.
• Deposits
• Payments
• Cash Withdrawals
• Balance Inquiries
• Transfers
• Messages to the Bank
All with one card - your Amigo card!
Another reason wily more and more UNM students and faculty are saying:

Member FDIC

For about the price.of a moVie •••
the excitement, the color.,
the sOund of the

NEW MEXICO
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
Yoshiml Takeda, Music Director
and Conductor

Thrilling performances by intenm~
tionally renowned guest artists
Anna MoHo, soprano
Sarah ·Caldwell, guest conductor
Hor.tcio Gutienw., pianist
NarcisO Yepes, l:,l'llilarist
and others
Subscribe now and get up to

two concert~ freethat's how much you can save over
single admissions·

Plus guaranteed Seating and bonus

"Nutcr.tcker" discount!
For more irtformation and detailed
1978-79 season brochure, call
(505)265-3689 or write:

,i~""""ONY""""'""
120 Madeira NE, Suite 306
AibuquctlJUC, NM. R710R
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Sunday Buffet
3pm ... till food's gone
»
I

266-7756

DISCO Every Night

-----_,

----- --

AMERICAJS NUMBER ONE
NIGHT ClUB
Always
A Dancing Partner

Wednesday, Sept. 6
Film: "The Films of Maya Deren,"
8 p.m., SUB Theater. Admi'S;o<>
Charge.
I'ilms; "A Woman's Place," 111
a.m. and 3 p.m., "Ciorae and
Albee," I0:30 a.m. and 2 p.m ..
North SUB Ballroom. Free.
Slide Show; "W ark By Femfni>t
Artists," 8 p.m, Room 2018, Fine
Arts Center. Free.
Thursday, Sept. 7
Film; "M," by Fritz Lang, 7 and
9:15
p.m.,
SUB
Theate1.
Admisision Cha1·ge.
Films; "Women In Man3,gement."
10;30 a.m. and 3 p.m., ",\
'I'.' oman's Place," II a.m. and 2:30
p.m., North SUB Ballroom. Free.

Friday, Sept, 8
Recital; Daniel Gwin, Bass recital,
a;si;tcd by Colleen Sheinberg on
piano and Anhur Sheinberg on
bass. 8:15 p.m .• Keller Hall.
Admission charge.
Films; "Women In Engineering,"
10 a.m. and 2:4D p.m., '·'Sally
Garcia," 10'30 a.m. <tnd 2 p.m.,
North SUB Ballroom. Free.
Film; "Animation Night I," II
animated films from 1910 through
1969, 7 and 9:15 p.m., SUB
Theater. Admission charge.
Saturday, Sept. 9
Film; "Emmanuel; The Joys of a
Woman," the slick sequel to
"Ennanuel," 7, 9:15 and 11:30
p.m., SUB Theater. Admission
charge.

Stealw:. • P1.•ime Rib
Lobster
7220 Lomas Blvd. NE

.), *' '.
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Sandia Mountains

-
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Spocinl Gunst Star
LA WANDA LINDSEY
Sopt.11th thru SO!>t.16th

Special Guost Star
DAVID FRIZZELL
Sopt.18th thru Sept. 23rd

JAY DUGAS AND THE CORDS

Four Hills

Appear/fig Nlgllrly DIJring fin~
Cocktnf/ H01U

NOW WHEN YOU'RE IN
"'
CLOVIS, N.M. OR AMARILLO, TEXAS,
VISIT OUR NEW CARAVAN CLUBS
WBtth For rho Opening of A/lather Csr.avnn CJub In EJ

FREE

CHUCKWAGON
4!30 -7!00

PliSQ

BANK
NIGHT

Every
Monday

$600.00
Drawing
MAP COURTESY OF

G

Regular &inks
Ladies 35~

•

7707 CENTRAL N.E.

Men

2 ror1

1

265-5948

SundayFree Beer or Tequila
7 p.m. 'till we run out
Tuesday
Jl.OO Bar Drinks
7:00 - 10:30 p.m.
Thutsday
25¢ Bar Drinks
7:00-10:30 p.m.

I

I
I
I

raiff!~sf!..,

I

23;3 San Pldro, N.E.

4:30-7:00p.m.
Always Open on Sunday
4:30p.m. til12:00 p.m.

BAND

Now thtu Sept. 9th
Then ZOZOSRA thru
Oct. 9th when the
FORCE will once
again be with us

/.~

..._
..
_..;;::;__.::-STARS THIS MONTH--. - - -

MEDICINE WHEEL
Sopt. 26th thru Sopt. 30th

The FORCE~:~
is with us
~:~DISCO

~

ROI\INIE SESSIONS
SGpt.25th
OnoNitaOnly

Daily I OHO, Scptcmbcr6, 1978

Lunch • Dinner

, . Sandia Peak Tram

BLACKWATER DRAW
SGpt. 1ot thru SGpt. 23rd

Mc~ko

• Cocktails
Discotheque

AI

The Horne of Country and
Western Bands

\..

New

Arts Events

!

f~ee

1~.

Albuquerque, New Mtudco

87110

• PUBLISHi;RS
• TYPOGRAPHERS
• TYPESETTING .
• GRAPHICS
• COMMERCIAL ART • PRODUCTION

265-7877

5600 Central SE

I
.I

DOJj 't FOrliei
DJisnii!T'

s
WHERE THE MUSIC AND THE BEER
GET TOGETHER FOR A GOOD TIME

I

Live Sand
Every Night

I

.,.
Disco & Backgammon Parlor

IIAI•I•Y IIOUil (M-F).4-8
2 f«ilr tlte Jlrice of one
En tertabunent by Ken Skittltct•
DISCO stat•L"i at 9put
Sl 00 IJ.at•cc (;outel'Jit Wednesdays

largos! solocllon
anywhere In tho city

. Along with your favorite
PIZZA
2900 Coors Rd NW
1-40 and Coors Rd In the Palamino Complex

DRINK DINE DANCE EKPERlENCE

"·s·-.,\

J111j

-
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1/.. '/ ·

""-.: ' ' \ 1. ·/-
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MoNTGOMERY f'I.AlA 'MONrGOMEm' llf SAN

4200 Central SE

· iJANi:Mtt ROOM .1-VMLABL!t BIIJ 2540

•
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,'l'"ety Stresses

A"i"'A 1'001.1':

11 vou Wi\lll to get away from
l·ompl!IL'r~. l recway~l ~rnog and

twe!ltiet!J century America, UNM
has JUS! the or~anitation to help
vou Jull ill your dream.
I he SocJety I· or Creative
Anac·ronism, founded in Berkeley
HJ I ~65, has divided North America
ulto 6 kin!(doms. New Mexico is
pall ol'tbc kingdornoi'At.enveldtas
" headed by a baron, Sir Raymond
the ()uict, an air-tni!Tic controJicr.
·1 he Society emphnsi1es all aspccb
ot mcdkval society.
Mark ].asie ol' Westminster, who
dwsc late 14th century England as
hi; time period, .said the Society
engages in three main activities.
I nurnamcnts. which emphasize
righting, arc held two or three limes
a vear, Sir Lasic said. This event is
!wid to choo;c a new king, and i.s
the largest event of the society.
Hghting is conducted within the
bnunli< of the chivalric code, Sir

I a;i~ ;aid. "Chivulry j, cn~ouragcd
and one ;hould never accu;e
another member of being
di;!Jonorablc.''

Sir l.a;ie ;aid women have been
fighting "on a regular basis for
three years. We have never had a
ruling queen but we will have
~omcday. '' ·
Revels., a large celebration
characterized by sit-down medieval
feast, arc held in conjunction with a
tournament. "The largest one l
have attended was 12 courses," Sir
I ,a sic said.

chivalric code

"until their manners prove them
wrong. If a per;on wants to be a
pcoh we arc perfectly willing to
trcut them like one," he said.
The Albuquerque c!Japter hal
125 member> and there are 12,000
members
nationally.
''Each
member has the freedom to do what
they want. No one has to fight." Sir
Lasie said areas of study within the
society include cooking, heraldry,
music, dance, brewing, food and
needlework.

Some members make their own
armor, Sir Lasie said, but it can
also be bought. "Safety is a strong
concern be.cause it is real fighting.
Fighting is taught by older knights
and masters at arms who take
Members of The Society for >quires," l.asie said.
Creative Anacronism chos.e a time
Costumes are worn by members
period before 1650 in Western
at
their tournaments, revels and
Europe to study. Sir Lasie did say,
demonstrations.
Sir Lasie said
however, there are mongul hordes
members
consult
original sources
and sanwuri. The Society treats its
and
scholarly
journals so
members as Ladies and Gentlemen
Demonstrations are used to show
aspects of current middle age
;ociety. Sir Lassie said the
demonstrations arc done on request
to groups like history classes.

"authcnttclly will be recreated."
The Society is not without it.s
rewards. fighters can become a
Knight or a Master of Arm;. The
equivalent reward for artisans is the
Order of the Laurel and the Order
of the Pelican for dedicated
workers.
Sir Lasic said members in the
society who have been elev&ted to
peerage must be proficient in a
skill, practice hospitality in true
medieval style, have authentic
clothing and not gossip about other
society members.
Once elevated to peerage, the
member is granted privileges of the
nobility,
can
be
awarded

medallions to wear, or can be
allowed to add accouterments to
their coat of arms.
The National Society publishes a
quarterly journal, Sir Lasie said,
"But every major group has its own
newsletter, cooks have theirs,
Knights have theirs, and so on."
To join the society Sir Lasie said
membership fees are $10. To join
interested persons may caB Sir
Mark Lasie of Westminster or his
wife, Lady Kathryn of Iveragh at
345-5484.
Society member's names "Can
be any name made up as long as it is
really made up. No name can
appear in history or fiction," Sir
Lasie said.

Club plays \Nar
By OEBBm LEVY
Ricardo Montalban has his
Fantasy Island and UNM students
have
their
Simulations
Associations.

FOR GUYS AND GALS

This Week's Films

The association, which will soon
be split into two distinct groups
within one club, focuses on the
playing of fantasy and war games.
Club !'resident Phil Hernandez
said some war games are played on
boards but fantasy games are not.

In order to play a fantasy game, a
participant must first think up the
character or characters he would
like to portray. A gamcsmaster,
who devises the rules of the game,
"ill then help the participant
develop those characters.
"The quality of the game
depends of the imagination and the
creativity of the gamesmastcr,"
Hernandez said.
He said the most popular fantasy
game is Dungeons and Dragons.
Hernandez said there are two
Lypes of war games-board games
that can be bought in stores and
miniature games in which smallscale soldiers, cavlary, artillery and
tanks representing certain numbers
of troops are used. The idea, he
said, is to enact real or imaginary
historical events.
He said the board games arc
more widely used in the club than
arc the miniature games.
The war games vary in complexity, Hernandez said.
"We start off with the simpler
board games like 'Napoleon at
Waterloo,' which is available at
retail stores. We work through
individual man-to-man, ship-to·
ship- and plane-to-plane warfare to
actual battles and entire military
campaigns,'' he said.
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by Gineette Pardee
The Film Commiltee begins this
week's showings with a collection
of films from the grand-dame of
avant-garde cinema, Maya Deren.
The first film is "Meshes of the
Afternoon", made in 1943 with the
help of her husband, Alexander
Hackenschmied. It is the story of a
girl going to visit a friend. When
she arrives at the house, no one is
there. She falls asleep, and dreams
her experience, but each dream
presents the situation a little differently. Also showing is "Ritual in
Transfigured Time". Deren has
called this a film-dance because it is
skillfully choreographed in such a
way that it does not appear to be
stylized.
"Meditation
On
Violence" and "The V cry Eye of
Night" arc the two other Deren
films to be shown. The films of
Maya Deren begin at 8 tonight.

Jea.ns for Guys and Gals
Special Low Price

$9.99
CORONADO CENTER • UPPeR LEVEL
Shop Monday-Saturday
1().9 Sunday 12·5
binersCtub
Mastercharge

BanKAmericard
American Express

Last year the club met Sundays at
the Law School Library. Hernandez said it tried to meet in
Hokona Cellar, because the games
take a great deal of concentration'
There has been no regular
meeting of the Simulations
Association this semester.

1976 sequel to the controversial
Dusseldorf murders, "M" stars "Emn1anuelle". A young couple
Peter Lorre as a Jekyll and Hyde- believes that sex is the best therapy
type child murderer. The police are for the problems that surround
unable to catch him, so the thieves them. Indeed, they must be very
and swindlers of the city find and troubled. "Emmanuelle: Joys of a
try him in their own court. "M" Woman" is rated X, and will show
will be shown at 7 and 9:15 on Saturday at 7, 9:15 and ll:30 p.m.
Thursday night.
The SUB Theater is located in the
Where can you find Betty Boop, basement of the SUB.
Bugs Bunny ·and Superman all in
one room? At the SUB Theater, of
course! Enjoy the humor of car- The UNM Women's Center will be
toon slapstick and adventure that showing free films today through
went over your head when you were Friday in the North SUB Ballroom.
a child on Friday night at The films to be shown are "A
"Animation
Night
I''. Woman's Place," "Woo Who?
"Animation" will show at 7 and May Wilson," "Clara and Albee,''
9:15. Bring a friend and laugh the
"Women In Management,"
evening away.
"Women In Engineering,'' and
"Emmanuelle: Joys of a "Sally Garcia." For dates and
Woman" will be screened three times consult the Arts Events
times Saturday evening. It is the section of the Lobo.

FemFilms

The second night of Fritz Lang is
Thursday. ''M" was made in 1931.
Like last week's "Metropolis" it is
based on a story by his wife, Thea
von Harbou. Based on the 1929

AM 61

Join the
PEACE CORPS

277-5907

VVednesday,Sept.6
Film: "The Films of Maya Deren,"
8 p.m., SUB Theater. Admission
Charge.
Films; "A Woman's Place," 10
a.m. and 3 p.m., "Clorae and
Albee," 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
North SUB Ballroom. Free.
Slide Show; "Work By .Feminist
Artists,'' 8 p.m, Room 2018, Fine
Arts Center. Free.
Thursday, Sept. 7
Film; "M," by Fritz Lang, 7 and
9: I 5
p.m.,
SUB
Theater.
Admisision Charge.
Films; "Women In Management.''
10:30 a.m. and 3 p.m., "A
Woman's Place,'' 11 a.m. and 2:30
p.m., North SUB Ballroom. Free.
Friday, Sept. 8
Recital; Daniel Gwin, Bass recital,
assisted by Colleen Sheinberg on
piano and Arthur Sheinberg on
bass, 8:15 p.m., Keller Hall.
Admission charge.
Films; "Women In Engineering,"
10 a.m. and 2:40 p,nt., "Sally
Garcia,'' 10'30 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
North SUB Ballroom. Free.
Film; "Animation Night I," 11
animated films from 1910 through
1969, 7 and 9:15 p.m., SUB ·
Theater. Admission charge,
Saturday, Sept. 9
Film; "Emmanuel; The Joys of a
Woman,'' the slick sequel to
"Ennanuel," 7, 9:15 and 11:30
p.m., SUB Theater. Admission
charge.

Elisse Pogofsk.y-Harns pres<mts "generalized ideas about
humanity" in a style of realism uncommon, conceptually, in contemporary art. The 25 aquatint and line etchings, a one-woman show
at the Las Mujeres Artesanas Gallery, represent the artist's work from
the 1!-year period she lived in Rome.
In scenes suffused with a psychological atmosphere, humans inwardly struggle with the fourth dimension, time. Most prevalent
among the figural compositions are views of people "waiting," as
though measuring the slow, persistent passage of the second· hand.
Individual gestures indicate the emotional air: one man scratches his
nose, another buries his face in his hand, while pairs of angry eyes
bore holes through vacant space, 'in The Men Waiting. Even their
attire is expressive: suits wrinkle into deep folds and socks sag at the
ankles. It is a pictorial arrangement of figures that excels in the
fineness of the composition.
The human situations portrayed are universal. An old man waits in
a state of unconsciousness, heavily slumped over himself on a park
bench. Old women gaze lamentedly. Quietude is broken by the frenzy
of Waiting Girl Screaming, but the potency of her reaction is effectively cancelled by a dream-like quality of the image. In fact,
nothing in these prints, including the landscapes, is discretely Italian.
Superb tonal gradations and dense, granular textures seem effortlessly attained in the etchings. Shadows ·often appear as inpenetrable veils drawn over eyes, clothing figures almost entirely in a
dark vapor, or looming behind a subject, like The Victim, as a
foreboding indication of what is not seen .. Umbra becomes an independent subject in certain sutdies of the effects of light and shadow
on landscape forms. In Reflections of Stonehenge and The White
Chicken, the planes, masses and subtle tonal contrasts of rock. forms
are especially interesting.
The exhibition will be open through September 27. Later this month
recent color pencil drawings, by Ms. Pogofsky-Harris, will appear in
the Albuquerque Artist II show at the Museum of Albuquerque.
As a permanent function of the YWCA, the Las Mujeres Gallery
provides a space for the exhibition and sale works by women artists,
giving visibility to women's viewpoints and the methods by which
these are visually expressed. Concommitant to this purpose is the goal
of transcending traditional regionalism in local art. This direction
aligns Las Mujeres with the expanding movement into the downtown
area of artists, both visual and performing, private studios and
galleries of contemporary art, most notably the Meridian (220 Central
SW).
Both galleries are in close proximity to one another and can easily
be reached by Central Ave. buses going dOWntown. The YWCA
building, which houses the Las Mujeres Gallery, is located three
blocks south of Central at 316 4th SW, and there are ample metered
parking spaces. The gallery is open weekdays and Saturday morning.
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MCOJ.(ET & HEALTH CLUB

Come tour New Mexico's
finest Racquetball facility
• twelve regulation, air-conditioned racquetballhandball courts • four lighted, outdoor tennis courts • central location directly behind Four Seasons
Motor Hotel • sauna, whirlpool, steam room,
weight room, showers, locker room, massage.

Special Student Rates
Public Welcome
call

66·7781 for reservations or information

Blue Denim

1st pair

513.50

2nd pair 512.50

lobo

men's
shop
2120 Central SE

243-6954
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Arts
Events

By NANCY STONE
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ARTS

New Women's Galler,y
Opens Second Exhibit

i·

~-·--

4100 Prospect N.E.

'

Hernandez said anybody can join
the club, but since it is a chartered
organization, the number of nonstudents is limited to one-fourth of
the total membership. He said that
this year the association will be
divided into two separate parts-a
simulations group devoted to the
playing of war games and a fantasy
group devoted to role-playing'
games. Both groups, however, will
remain one club.
The club is to be split, Hernandez
said, because the two aspects-war
games and fantasy games-seem to
be mutually exclusive. There are
few members who arc interested in
both.

DE

Student Discounts

I

Use our
convenient

lo.y-o.woy
f:>lon
Hours
Q:;JO "" 6 inon ...fhuts
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lobo miss • 2118 Centlal SE (across ftom UNffi) • 842"8678
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PHO~O

Ron Norman and his cast of thousands.

ARTS

To Get A Gro.de
Editor's Note: Ron Norman is a
waduate student {1/ the School of
Film at UCLA. He has made a
11111nber oJ.feature .films, several of
whi<'h have won gold medals at
various international film .festivals.
He is in New Mexico working on his
lute.\/ production under a grant
.from the California Arts Council.
For the neophyte .film-makers in
ow audience we offer /he interview.
lly llurbura Johnson
& Andrew Cardona
Just off Interstate 25 near Santa
Fe lies the lillie community of La
Cienaga. On location here is a
small, very dedicated group of
people in the process of filming
"Horizons", a fiction feature film.
''Horizons'' is the story of a pair of
Mexican teenagers which takes
place in the early years of this
century.
You won't see huge trailers
unloading tons of technical
c(Jllipment. Nor will you see topname actors and actresses taking
direction from a director whose
name you've heard one too many
time~. Instead, surrounded by cast
and crew, Ron Norman gives the
directions. Norman is the producer
and director of "Horizons."
We (LOBO Arts) were able to
spend some of the afternoon

talking with Norman ?bout what
goes into making a feature film.
Norman's incentive for making the
film is unique. He took us away
from the commotion to a shady
cottonwood grove and, in a very
relaxed manner, began to talk
about his film. When asked what
brought him to La Cienaga and the
Las Golondrinas Museum, Norman
said, "It's the only palce, probably
in the whole Southwest, that
captures the entire time period-the
buildings and everything are ab·
solutely authentic. They're not
recreated, and they're all in one
location. Whey you have no
budget, you can't afford to go all
over the state trying to film one
hou~e here, one house there. So the
only possible place it could have
been made, other than Mexico or
Spain, would be in this place, this
museum. And they gave us total
cooperation and are extremely
nice."
Has it been hard regulating
filming conditions, we asked.
Pausing a moment to recall,
Norman replied, "We have major
problems every day. There are
always different ones, unexpectd.
We always hav\" the problem with
rain and clouds in the afternoon.
Airplanes-we're near Santa Fe
airport, the highway-we're two
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Two First National offices are near UNM ...
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people talking and laughig made
the" business of filmmaking seem
lcontinued from pa_ge 181
very relaxed. Norman broke away
his character, himself, and how from tbe business at hand and gave
they were tied together.
us some final words on what
"Well, my part is Juan's son, He motivates his films and the point he
serves different patrons, you know, is trying to make in "Horizons."
basses. I like the part because my
"The point of all my !11m is tha.t
father used to tell me that he people are oppressed in different
belonged to this type of hacienda ways-either economically,
and he belonged to a patron. The politically, religiously or culturally.
boss used to tell him what to wear, And I see a lot of oppression all
what to do and how to do it. So 1 over the world, That's reality.
used to ask my father, why didn't What l' m trying to do in my films is
you go away. He said 'Oh, my son, to raise the morale of people sa that
blessed be God, beyond those they believe they can fight the
mountains is the end of the world.' oppression. I don't mean with
So I thought to myself, one day I'm guns." He took a few moments to
going to see what is beyond these look over at the cast and crew at
mountains, and what's on the other work, then continues. "They can
side of this country. They-my get to a point where they have a
parents-would have thought I was large degree of control over their
crazy, maybe they're right. But I own lives. It means they might have
went to Los Angeles to school and to work for a lousy boss, but that
majored in transportation, travel doesn't mean that they have to feel
and 'tourism, because I like to travel worthless while they're at work nine
and meet different people. That's to five. They can realize if the boss
why I like this part. l really feel it. I treats them like a slave, it's the
like sincere things." Sandoval left boss' mental problem, it's the
with several other cast members to problem of the system. They don't
the area where the filming was take things personally as if people
begining.
are ... I'm trying to say that people
We found a spot to sit, watch and aren't passive. They don't have to
listen to the actors and technicians be passive about life and there are
performing their tasks. The at- alternatives in every situation.
mosphere of the set was exciting. A
We saw that Norman was
group of young dancers performed becoming increasingly more ata Spanish dance while the camera tentive to the film in progress, so we
crew tried different angles for concluded by asking what the film
filming, The afternoon was clear was about and what it was trying to
and warm with a slight breeze and say. Norman obliged by saying,
the sounds of Spanish music and
movie is about a dictatorship

... Ron Normo.n

miles from 1-2.5-all that makes it
very difficulty to record sound.
And then we have trouble coordinating actors. We're using !50
people from Albuquerque and
Santa Fe, and they've never acted
before. It's more difficult to work
with them in terms of their experience-they're totally enthusiastic about the film, and very,
very cooperative. But there is a
coordination problem."
"I came here in June and spent
two months talking to people
personally," Norman answered
when we asked him about
auditions. "! held no auditions. I
spoke to every actor and actress for
at least a half-an-hour personally,
because auditions are very
inhuman; it's like cattle calls. And I
refuse to do that. People responded
to hand-made signs I put up around
the area and to radio stations and
newspaper articles on us, Except
for Jose Rodrequez, from the
University of Arizona, who's a
famous director and writer,
eveyone in the cast is a nonprofessional." We talked for
several minutes with Norman about
the male and female leads. "Noe
Sandoval plays the male lead, He's
from Durango, Mexico. He goes to
college in Los Angeles. Be's never
acted before but he does dramatic
poetry readings in Spanish. They're
so good that he is going to be on TV
when he gets back to L.A. Jill
Momaday is the female lead. She's
the daughter of Scott Momaday,
the wirter from Santa Fe, and she's
14."
Norman told us a little about the
techniques he uses in directing
actors, and how he went about
getting his point across to the less
experienced actor. "Well, I'm
doing what Fellini and other
European directors do, which is
taking non-actors and putting them
in parts they can relate to in terms of
t!1eir real life. None of them play
parts where they actually have to
act. What they're doing is just
relating the experience to their own
life; and I'm trying to bring out
their own emotions about life
rather than try to tum them into
actors. Also, I'm at UCLA film
school."
Norman left us to talk to his
cameraman, Christopher Le Plus.
We wanted to get closer to the
actors and get some of their views
on the film. The first person we had
the opportunity to talk with was
Noe Sandoval, the leading man.
Sandoval was friendly and expressive when it came to describing
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where everyone is politically oppressed and they live in poverty,
Yet in my movie, the leads find a
way of reaching a self-respect and a
feeling about life that isn't out of
control; that they can still eJ<ist,
that they can still lead creative,
laving lives despite the dictator and
despite the poverty. They're abo\!l
hope. But they're not like 'Love
Story', where everyone walks into a
sunset and evcryting is fine in the
end. That's not real. My movies
never have an end. In the end
people are always left in the process
of struggling. They've never
achievec( the goal, but they're also
not crushed, My movies don't have
negative endings."
Ron Norman, the producer I,
director! writer of "Horizons"
went back to work.

UNM

Student Health Insurance
Underwritten by KEYSTONE LIFE INS. CO,

Present Enrollment Period:
August 21, 197Bthru September 10, 1978
Enrollment may be by
Fall Semester or for full year.
Enroll at: UMN Cashier's Office
Student Health Center 1·4 p.m. Daily
Local Agent's Office

Local Agent:
Charles R. Brothers, 8100 Mountain Rd., N.E.
Suite 207, Albuquerque, N.M. 87110
Telephone 265· 7040

MidtoUTn Sports
3718 Central S.E. 255-1455
For the Finest in Running Shoes, and
Gear You Can Depend on Midtown Sports
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Photographer Christopher Le Plus (LJ & director Ron Norman: Notice how his eyes seem to follow you around the
room

!continued on pagC 19)

Seventeen ~onvenient offices
all over town

A
M

The First ·National Bank in Albuquerque
New Mexico's Largest Home-Owned Independent Bank
17 Convenient Locations • Member FDIC
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First National Bank knows what you need - help with your money.
And we're here to do just that.
Every banking service you need is available at any of our citywide offices.
Checking accounts with two differ,ent service charge plans. Savings
accounts with day-in to day-out interest Applications for VISA card, auto
loans and ·more. Wire transfers·of money from out-of-town banks.
If you need a good bank to see you through college, see usFirst National Bank.

60-85% SAVINGS
OFF ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED PRICES
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D HISTORY D PSYCHOLOGY D HEALTH
D SCIENCE D MUSIC DART D AMERICANA
D LITERATURE D PHILOSOPHY
D EiUSINESS D LANGUAGES D SOCIOLOGY
D LAW D HOW-TO D rliOGRAPHIES
D CRAFTS & HO[)[)IE'S D SPORTS
D GARDENING D COOKING D RELIGION
D POLITICS D MATHEMATICS
D REFERENCED THE OCCULT D NATURE
D ECONOMICS D AND LOTS MORE
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Mandarin Cuisine with
a Fine American Touch
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301 Cornell SE
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AWednesdo._y Am Cho.t With mo._yor Rusk
Editor's Nore; Mayor David Rusk
has placed a lot of responsibility for
the reviralization of downtown
Albuquerque on the shoulders of
the city's art community. We sent
our reporter, Jan Snider, to get
some specifics on what role he
expects the arts to play.

By .JAN SNIDER

FRONTIER
BURGER SPECIAL
Hickorysmoke sauce, cheddar cheese,
· onion and thousand island

SALAD AND FRIES $1.59

I

Q: What is going to happen with
downtown Albuquerque besides the
arts and crafts, and the fun
• 'Sawrday Night Downtown
Festivals'' of this summer?
• A: "Saturday Night Down.
town," in part, was a· major effort
to reintroduce a lot of Albuquerque
reople to our downtown area for
better or worse, and I think that the
people's experiences were very
positive, People found they could
park, and they weren't mugged;
and they didn't see wall to wall
drunks lying in the street. Indeed
people had a very good time. They
rediscovered some stores that they
had forgotten were downtown.
We had an exciting time from the
point of view of providing the
visibility of all the various ethnic
groups as well as providing a
platform for all the visual and
performing artists to display their
talents. We had more than 250
artists and craftsmen. We had 120
different performing groups. We
had more than 60 poets reading
their works. !think that all of these
things were exciting for the com·
munity.
One of the basic ideas was to
develop a feeling that Albuquerque
needs an urban core where there is a
lot of variety and different kinds of
activity and intensity that a
downtown can provide for it's
community. We've got a suburban
style of living to excess. We need to
provide the other .kind of living
alternative for people in our
community that respond to it.
Q. What about the Balloon
Festival? Will there be a street
dance or festival downtown for
that?
A:No
Q: What about the Winter
Carnival, "Fiesta Encamada"?
A: Some of that will be downtown as well as centered in Old
Town and some other areas of our
community.
We are war king on some other
things too. We are working on

bringing the Kimo Theatre up to
minimum code standards to be able
to reopen it for some small ensembles,
small group performances.
The
library
is
scheduling
a
continuous
Smithsonian
Institution
Exposition, so that anytime anyone
wants to go to the library he will
know there is a Smithsonian
National Quality Exposition on
display there.
The Businessmen's Association
has had a rebirth and is beginning
to schedule a variety of activities to
try to attract people back to the

downtown
effort
is
being
spearheaded by the Albuquerque
Center Inc., a private non-profit
corporation put together by the city
and by a n11mbcr of banks, public
utilities and concerned people. In
past years the city planners have
developed plans for downtown; but
nothing significant ever happened
with them because the private
sector, lhe private investor, was not
involved with developing those
plans. So we have delegated the
responsibility for downtown
planning and action to this private
body in hopes that it would do the
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Arts
downtown area.
Downtown as a retailer is not
going to compete with Winrock or
Coronado centers. It's not designed
to do that. The day has pass~d in
downtown's
history
when
downtown was the center of
Albuquerque for all things. It can
be the center of Albuquerque for
some things, including a real
concentration of the entertainment
activities for the arts. We know we
have more talent here in
Albuquerque than in. Santa Fe,
Taos or anywhere else in the state;
but people associate the arts with
those other communities in part
because Albuquerque's activities
are partly dispersed. We have 37 art
galleries, but they are scattered all
over town. The arts need a sense of
place, a sense of concentration, not
only so artists can be in touch with
each other and cross pollinate in
terms of their ideas, but so that the
community at large can perceive
that there is an identified place to
go if you want to check out the art
scene. We perceiVe downtown
Albuquerque as offering that
opportunity, and a new group, the
Albuquerque United Artists, has
been organized with that goal in
mind, to focus on the visual and
performing arts downtown.
The nicest thing about Saturday
Night Downtown was that week
after eek people from the widest
backt .tunds and economic groups
could come together and have a
good time and enjoy each other
with a minimum of problems. The

Daypack
Bookpack
Special!

SEKAI Bicycles

ed•MOPED

job. All the experts that have come
to Albuquerque in the last year say
that all the basic conditions for
developing a strong viable and
exciting downtown are present
here. I am confident of it, and if we
keep at it and use our imagination,
we will succeed.
There are a couple of things I
ought to say about downtown: It
functions within a total regional
context.
Basically our plan provides for
the speedy growth of Albuquerque
to its limits and these limits include
the foothills of the Sandias and the
base of the Sandia Pueblo on the
north. As we grow we will become
less of a suburb and mote of a city.
One of the conditions of
achieving this is to concentrate
more and more of our actiVities in
major urban centers; UNM of
course being one of the major
activity
centers,
Winro.ckCoronado
area
ultimately
lcontim.led on page 221

new mexkP's HIPS/
exclusive unise.t
ltair saiPJt
Call now for a complimentary hair analysis,
& consultation,
-TWO LOCATIONS-

1419 CENTRAL AV. N.E.

40194 N.W.

243-1746
344-1621

~~t·eah:d by the wo•rld-.fatrooliillt1<on~
dcsignc,!J
Markham, for the top HollyWOod_
celebrities
hair .he t:uts·. M_any haVe called it
''the perfect hairCiH!; And no W•Cm<ier, vi(h .such idc."\1
sh.tpe ;uti.! e~traordin.uy m.i.ilageability, it's the
epitome of fine 1-!."lir design. And now it's available to
Witllou:t h,wing to g:o to Holly,.Yood. Without ha•·in•t;o;;:
to pay $55. lt'l f.lct, yo~ c.-n prob,lbly_g_et Tl~e ~55
·'•~O::"·r:.-,1!. ••~:-·
owri home toW1l for·not much more than you're now paying for
ali o·rdiuary hair.~tylc. The S55 Haiicut Is available, fora wllolt lot las,
ct~:dusivcly at M.trkham Style Innovator Shops. Along with the
famous M.ir·kham Products dcsigricd to allow-your hair to look and
perform lts 11atural best. Call Tor an appointment now. Look h' your
yellow pag_cs under "Barbers'' for the name or the Markham Styfe
I ni10V.itorShop ne.ucst you,

3 Models to
Choose From•
Reg.
Sale
$9.95 $6.95
$11.95 $9.57
$17.50 $12.95

Tlfe S.'l$ Hail·clit Is avaih•htefon· tt whtile 1m le~·.t ai:

INTERNATIONAL
hours 9·9 Mon-Fri, 9·6 Sat
•"jol.

9611. Menaul Blvd. NE
VISA

-

..

293-9725

MC

Unisex Hair Design Center
255-0166 • -7804 Gentral S.E.
(between Wyoming and Louisiana)
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bc~oming more than two rcgiorntl
;hopping center;. Downtown i;
another nrca. Downtown il envi\ioncd 10 be the vo~al point of
governmental office\, financial
imtitution,;, profe%ional office;
li.kc lawyers, bigh dcn;ity high rbc
apartment.\ Jiving in the central
business di.1trict and spcr;ia!ity
kinds of retail, thing that are
oriented towunh the entertainment
..I'>JI'>~,J'J,;
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Deletion of Name From
1978·79 Student Directory
Any student wishing to have his/her name and/or other information (year c!assification, college, local phone number,
local or commutmg address, permanent address) deleted
from the Student Directory should stop by the Student Activities Center located on the first floor of the New Mexico
Union Buildlng(SUB) before September 8, and fill out the appropriate form. We can delete information but are unable to
make any changes in the material.

(
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industry, rcst~urant;, night clubs,
thc~tre and then more >pccia!ized
kinds of merchandioc, interesting
boutiques, men's stores and things
that will cater to either downtown
employees or toward vi;itor.l,
touri1ts and ~:onventioners, people
from out of the area.
We are not going to 1cc downtown in the f'orsecablc future, the
next 20 to 25 years become the
l'oclll of new department stores.
Throughout the nation the
department stores and the r;hain
stores, elwin shoe stores and "chain
everything else," have fallen into a
mode of merchand.ising that says,
"You do it in the air•conditioned
covered regional mall covered by
acres and acres of parking space,"
which by the way is not free you
pay for that parking in the price tag
of your merchandise.
People often say, "Oh if you just
would provide free parking
downtown like we have it
elsewhere, it would be so much
di ffcrenl." People pay for that
parking. Even the air isn't free
these days, we all pay for that. The
elllcrtainment functions would
account for 20 per cent of what's
happening downtown.
The office market is very strong.
I've just seen an announcement by
Mountain Bell of a $28 million

Arts
building on the American Furniture
<;itc, I ,(XJO employees, 24-hour
operation. Public Service Company
b breaking ground on its new $13
million building and there may be a
companion building built with that.
The GSA has reaffirmed its
commitment to provide for federal
office space in the central business
district as opposed to elsewhere.
The FBI building, was going to go
up on Montgomery. We turned that
decision around in the last three·
months. So that's a very strong
market.
Then the city is buying a housing
site two blocks across from the
Albuquerque Journal-Tribune
where we are buying land, clearing
it and pulling it up for rei~-" to
private apartment developers tc: ~e
developed. There are other
prospective apartment sites in the
business district, and, of course,
downtown itself is a. very small
downtown. It's about eight blocks
long. It's surrounded by neighborhoods which have great

PachamamJ

lt31lomao N.W. Old Town

Wed. Sept. 6

SUB Theatre
(one showing) 8:00

ASUNM
Students
$1.00
Others
$1.50

located
downstairs
on the
south end
of Student
Union Bldg.

Four Films by

Don't miss these four from
the Grahd lady of the Avant-Garde.

Mayor Rusk (L) makes a point to Lobo reporter Jan Snider
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Book Review
The No Baloney Sandwich Book,

EARL'S

WINE
CELLAR

Nightly Entertainment by

PATTI LEE
Fair Plaza Shopping Center

Tu-Sat8pmon .. ,,,

6001 E Lomas Bl.,d. N.E.

~·!?& ~
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OPTICAL

Ophthalmic Optician
One Day Service P.ossible

Quality Eyewear
1410-A Wyoming Blvd. NE

by Alden Robertson, Doubleday
Dolphin Books, 127 pp., $4.95
Sandwiches may be America's
most popular meal. According to
Alden Robertson, most sandwiches
lack imagination. Peanut butter is
blase, fried egg is dull, BLT's are
old hat. Robertson has set out to
correct what he considers to be
mindless consumption.
Unfortunately,
Robertson's
sandwich recipes (make no mistake,
this is a cook book) vary from
arcane (Oyster loaf, ground tongue
with curry, caviar) to mundane
(bacon, egg, lettuce and tomato-a
Belt, sardine~ chicken, ham salad).
There are very few recipes in
between those extremes. I could
give him some SUggestions for a
better liverwurst sandwich than he's
come up with (add some bacon,
sprouts, lettuce, use mustard and
horseradish, on pumpernickel).
There are some side notes on
bread ma)dng, garnishes, tools and
using leftovers. But I will give odds
that any dotm resident could creafe
a more unusual sandwich With
what's left in a room refrigerator
than some of these Robertson has
devised; Rather th31l plunking
down five bucks for this book,
scrounge around your kitchen for
some ofHhe-wall additions to your
next sandwich.

(Wyoming and Constitution)

FILM MAKING
Phone:

~96-6757

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30to5:30
Sat.lO:OOto 1:00

''"'·

BURGER

~~~~

Maya Deren
"Meshes of the Afternoon"
"Ritual in Transfigured Time"
''The Very Eye of Night"
"Meditation on Violence"

potential and are very exciting and
attractive neighborhoods in which
to live.
The Downtown Neighborhood
Asoociation and the Highland area
for example, arc experiencing a
phenomenon that's ocurring all
around the country. Young
professional class families are
moving into these neighborhoods
because they like the grace and style
of an urban neighborhood. It fits
into everything one wants to do.
The programs that the cities had
going far years in areas like,
Barra!cs, Martinez Town, Duran as,
Old Town are beginning to have
their impact in terms of improving
the quality of housing, and the
standard of living for the people in
these long standing communities as
well.
The dty began downtown
revitalization back in 1969 with $28
million in grant money from the
federal government, which was
used appropriately and in accordance with the ideas of the time,
but I would not have used the grant
the way they used it. Improvements
are constantly taking place every
day.
Since I have become mayor, I
have accelerated the attention of
public discussion of the issue. We
perceived that the biggest problem
was still very negative attitudes
which so many people in
Albuquerque held to downtown,
many of whom had never been
downtown. We had a poll that
showed that a quarter of the people
in Albuquerque had definitely
never been downtown. So their
attitudes were based on hearsay or
what they saw on "Kojack or
Barretta" about somebody elses
downtown, not ours.
Saturday Night Downtown had a
positive effect and a message to the•
dti1.cn' of Albuquerqul·,

Faculty • Staff • Student Discounts

A "Hands-on"
Introduction
Taught by film maker
Gary Doberman
A. workshop emphasizing
the use ol16mrn equipment

266·0863

And we'll be
Serving Breakfast too!

Have it your way®
5215 Menaul NE
740 Juan TaboNE

at:
Coronado Ce_nter
5230 4th St NW

And TheN ewest Location·
Across from UNM Corner of Central & Terrace
'
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Lobo Basketball In JV/aryland
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Saturday the Lobos will have somebody else be.<~.'des th&msa/ves to hit.

The UNM football team leaves
tomorrow for the islands hailed as
the crossroads of the Paci 11c in
search for their first bits of gold:

Lonisiaua Bonlcva••tl
'
-just. Nort.h of Mcuanl88l.-6094 '

l

.
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Head coach Bill Mandt said his
men in turquoise are "anxious" to
get things going while fullback
Mike Williams has often said he has
beert thinking about the beginning
of this season since the very last
game of last year.

And so it will begin, at 11 :30
p.m. Albuquerque time when the
Mondt-coached Lobos march into
the 50,000-seat Aloha Stadium and
try to kick up a storm in a land
where the average high temperature
is about 83 and the average low is
about 70.
Noel Mazzone who has been
awarded the starting position as the
Lobos field general will lead them
in while Casey Miller is listed as his
back-up along with Brad tv right.
While that may not surprise too

FM 94

.~·-

AM 61

many Lobo followers, a freshman
hy the nnm~ of Larry Hogan might.

Hawaii Sendoff

The UNM Trailblazers, the
student organization on campus
devoted to building spirit, is
holding a team sendoff Thursday
morning
at
the
Albuquerque
International
Airport.
The UNM Lobo football team
will leave for Hawaii Thursday
morning for its Saturday
football opener against the
Hawaii Rainbow Warriors.
The Lobos will be leaving on
flight 231; flying TWA. The
plane is scheduled to depart at 8
a.m. and Trailblazers are urging
those UNM football fans who
would like to join the sendoff to
be at the airport by at least 7:15
a.m.
Peter Madrid, in charge of
public relations for Trailblazers
said, "We are urging students to
see off the team and although it
is at an early hour, we hope a
large number of students show
up;.,,
Students are also urged to
make <igns and poqcrs
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C'mon
Students.

·saas
1_1 you can ride a bicy.'
cle, you can Whiz off

WATER SPORTS
SaleS • SerYice • Rentals
lnsfruct1ons & Tours

Scuba &ehoOI11

lnlemallonal

MORVS (PEACHES) HINES
PADI MASTER INSTRUCTOR M-3604
SSI ADVANCED OPEN
WAT!;R INSTRIJCTO'R # 617
5009 Menaul N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.871 10

Bus. (505) 266-5218
Res. (505) 266-6512

.

M&M Honda

315 San Pedro NE • 268- 45oa

~
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Hogan worked his way into the
starting split end position ahead of
a solid sophomore named Carl
FoMer and Ricky Martin. Junior
Dave Wyrick proved to Mandt that
he was good enough to start at
flanker ahead of senior Keith Ellis.
Hogan is one of the freshmen,
including running backs Mike
Carter, Mark WH!iams and Jamie
Fox, who will be making the trip to
Hawaii.
And when they get there, they
will find a Hawaii team which
returns eight starters on both their
offense and defense squads.
"They'll be a much better team
in the past," Mandt said.
And Mandt has often said the
same about his team.

pa~r 241

Once in,die, 1 was shocked! Final aht\ .spoke very highly or New
cxma' were being given in the Mexico'; A"istant Coach John
bleachers of the arena, something Whisenant. "l'w know John
whichwouldbeconsidercdamon\11
sin at the Pit.
On the main concourse of the
arena was an (lid wooden door with
a sign that said "Basketball
Office."
"Coach
Dries ell
is
out
recruiting," the secretary said,
"but you can talk to Assistant
Coach Harrington." After intraducing me as being from New
Mexico State, I said "not slate, just
New Mexico." "Whatever," she
said.
"New Mexico! you guys had a
hell of a year," Assistant Coach
Joe Harrington said. "Coach
Driesell and I were recently talking
about the Lobos program and how
well they did this year." Harrington

Den·na· rd
tl 1.1 Has

s.

ChanCe
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, Desplite being cut from pro•Ootba l's Los Angeles Ram,
this year.
f
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-The
ormer Lobo stand-out Preston
.
d
Dennard
appears to still have a
Samts have been around a ecade,
chance in pro-football.
and have never had a winning
R
.
am assistant coach John
record. This year they have a great
F au lk·ner saJ'd , "1 imagine he
offense led by Archie Manning,
'II b e pte
· k ed up on waivers.
WI
Chuck
Muncie
and
Tony
H e •sa goo d k'd
I ·"
Galbreath, and will surprise a few
·pau lk ncr satd
·
Dennard is
people. If they don't get their
k'
·
war mg m Los Angeles and
winning season this year, they will
· WJ'th some o f the Ram
staytng
next year.
players and still has a chance in
AFC: New England Patriotsb 11
-The Patriots seem to be the
pro- a ·
Lobo coach Bill Mandt said
cream of the crop in this division
he was dissappointed when
this year. Two years in a row bad _, D
d
calls have kept them from possible
_enna; was cut and las~ tal~ed
Super Bowl appearances, This year
wnh htm when he was sttll wtth
New England is out to change that.
the Rams.
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Football
Prophecy
By MARK SMITH
NFC: ATLANTA FALCONS-WHAT?? WHO?? No, it's not
a joke, Atlanta to the top .. First off,
Atlanta possesses the strongest
defense of all time, setting a record
for fewest points let up last year. A
defense that also scored almost one
half of the team's points on interceptions returned for touch·
downs and safties, not to mention
giving the ball to the offertse in
great field position because of
turnovers. Now you're thinking if
the defense scored as much as the
offense, and the defense didn't let
up any points, yet Falcons lost as
often as they won-the offense must
stink. Right! Last year. This year
Atlanta used their draft choices to
blaster the offensive line. This will
help good running backs, !lamely
Haske! Stanback, that Atlanta has,
plus give protection to one of the
best QB's in the game, Steve
Bartkouski, if he isrt't injuryplauged.
LOS
ANGELES
RAMS-Another reason the Falcons wiii
win the division is that the Rams
simply aren't that good. Los
Angeles's schedule is a little tougher
than the Falcons, but what it comes
down to is Sept. 10, and Oct. 30,
the days the two meet. If the Rams
don't win the divisioll they'll still M

rmm

as a wild card.
SAN FRANCISCO 49'ers-This
team was 6-1 at the half way point
two years ago. They lost all but two
in the second haif and completely
fell apart last year. They have the
talent, and with O.J. Simpson their
offense is a big threat. They could
be anywhere from first to fourth

POUlSON PHOTO
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An Opinion
By JOHN LANEY
It was a typical rainy afternoon
in the Washington D.C. area when
1, like so many other college
students, went looking for summer
employment. As manager of the
once
fourth
ranked
Lobo
basketball team, I thought 1 would
try my influence at the University
of Maryland's summer basketball
camp.
As I entered Maryland's old and
ru,tic-looking Cole Field House 1
remembered images of New
Mexico's glamorous Pit and
wondered if I was at the wrong
university. After all, this school was
supposed to be a member of the
rich and prestigious Atlantic Coast
Conference, a conference which
sometimes claims the invention of
the game of basketball.

i
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They have the best quarterback
sack differential in the league. The
defense had 58 Q.B. sacks, while
the offense only let up 14. With big
Sam Cunrtingham leading the
rushing core artd young Steve
Grogan at quarterback the Pat's
will have a sound ground and air
attack.
Three losses to tea!lls that
aVeraged only four wins last year
killed the Patriots. This year they
should be too good to pull the same
stunt.
MIAMI
DOLPHINS-Miami
will scratch and claw with the Pats
all the way. The title may even be
decided on the final day when the
two teams collide. Losing Bob
Griese at quarterback will hurt, as
he was the leading reason for the
Dolphins resurgence last year, but
Miami's overall depth makes them
tough.
BALTIMORE COLTS~The
Colts round out the trio of the
toughest three teams in a division.
But Baltimore lost four of their last
five last year and appear to be on
their way down. The Colts even dip
to fourth this year.
NEW YORK JETS~The Jets
show promise every year, but also
show inexperience. They could
fight the Colts for third because of
an easy schedule, but they won't
pose any playoff threat for another
year or two.
BUFFALO BILLS-Buffalo is
poised artd ready to become the
NFL's doormat. the Bills show no
hope, and urtless rookie Terry
Miller averages 150 yards a game
they may win less than the three
games they won last

Whisenant for a Ion~ time,"
Harrington said. "He is an exeel lent c.oach."
"Stormin
Normin,''
said
Assistant Coach Bill Turner, did a
tremendous job with that program.
"We desperately wanted Russell
Saut1ders," Turner said. "And Phil
Abney, he is a tremendous player."
Turner docs a lot of recntiting in
Florida where Saunders and Abney
played at Pensacola.IuniorCo!lege.
"Those people in Albuquerque go
crazy over Lobo b;:~sketball. It's
unreal." Turner said.
The Maryland coaches refused to
say that WAC basketball was equal
to ACC however their attiude.\
toward Lobo basketball was that of
awe inspiring admiration. These
views were from coache> of a
conference that would reject any
notion of a Norm Ellenberger
among its membership. A conference that is almost totally based
on tradition.
The difference betweert the two
conferences was portrayed by
Coach Ellenberger last year in a
pre-practice talk before the NCAA
playoffs. "If we get an official
from the ACC who thinks he's
"God All Mighty," we may get
called for bad breath," Ellenberger
.d
sru ·
Like the WAC, the ACC is a
basketball conference, however the
WAC d.oes not get the publicity that
th.e ACC gets nor the quality o.f
players. Yet the ACC is second to
WAC in attendance and facilities.
"I was recruited by ACC schools
but none of them have a place like
the Pit," scrtior Phil Abney said.
Basketball at Maryland and ACC
.
II
b 1 t' f
· N
IS exce en!, ut e s ace It,
ew
Mexico fans scream louder, the
girls are prettier and the basketball
more lively.

Ruggers f•In IS
• h 4th
.

.

try,
'In their fourth game the Lobos
lost
despite a four point lead late in
The UNM rugby Lobos narrowly
the
game. With two minutes
lost matches against the two
remaining
in the second half UNM
eventual finalists Sunday while
led
10-6
on
trys from Easley and
winning two games and finishing
Tom
Wynn
and a Lucero confourth in the Santa Fe Seven's
version.
But
the
Aardvarks scored
tournament.
two trys, the winner coming on a
UNM played strong against controversial foward pass, UNM
Santa Fe and the Albuquerque club member Craig Wacknov said.
Aardvarks· with both games being
UNM lost their fifth game after a
settled in the final minutes. Santa try by Hawkins that was disallowed
Fe defeated UNM 6-0 while the because the ball was ruled to have
Aardvarks came from a four-point been passed forward illegally.
deficit to win 16-10. Santa Fe won
The B-side loss may have hurt lhe
the day-long tournament with a 6-4 Lobos on the 11eld as well as in the
victory over the Aardvarks.
loss column, veteran Roger
Milligan hurt his shoulder during
lhe Lobos defeated El Paso 14-0 the game. It was not known how
and the Mile High rugby club of long he will be sidelined.
Denver 16-3. The A-side also lostto
New Mexico State 10-4 while the Bside lost to El Paso and the
Albuquerque Pubs.
The Lobos ran out of time in
their opening game loss to Santa
Fe. The game ended with a UNM
FM 94
AM 61
serum at the three-yard line.
ByRAYGLASS

Four different players scored in
the Lobos second game, the shutout
of El Paso. Mike Lucero, Carl
Hawkins and Joe Watson all scored
trys while Glertn Easley booted one
conversion.
Lucero scored eight ofUNM's 16
points in the defeat Of Mile High,
their second consecutive victory.
He had a try and two conversion
kicks. Easley and player-coach
Dave Woodley each contributed a
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MEDITATION· Mon., fl:l[, b:4f> pill. Sl>pt.,l1-Der. 4
INTERMEDIATE MEDITATION· Mon. f1:lS b:4Fi, St•pt.ll

Sept.ll-Dec.4
CREATIVE PROCESS (Powt'r of DYJl<ltnie Thinl<ing) · Mon
Mon, S:CXJ-9:30 pm, S<>pt. 11 Dec 4
CONTEMPLATION WORKSHOP Ttll's., b:CXl 10:00 prn.
Sept.12 only
MEDIT AnON & WFJGHT LOSS Wl'd., R:(Xl 9:30 prn.
Sept.l3Dec . 6
POSITIVE THINKING LIVING · Thur~ .. H:OO 9::~0 pm.
Sept.l4, ongoing (L<'cture Seties)
BrBll~ STUDY· Fn .. l0::30 am. Sept.lfJ, ongoinn

FOR REC3ISTHA'nON OH FUH'Il!EH
INFOHMA llON, CONTACT SYMPIIONY
OF LIFE, 2551506, :mo Centml S.E.

untain
rts LTD.
Book l•acks • Rntuti.ng Sltocs
Swint lV caJ.• • Tennis Racli.ct..."i
• Racket. Ball R.aclu.~ts •
T-Shirt.s • Wat•mnps
Parli.as • Wind Sh.b•ts

~~I

profcssioltal assistance

265-6949

FITNESS CENTEH

NAUTILUS IS HERE
The most advanced concept
in total body conditioning
for both men and women

..• in action

Fashions for the

ONE MONTH FREE
with enrollment this week

TALL GIRl.

2508 San Mateo NE
Did you know that your body temperature
drops a degree at night?

FALL CLASSES

TALLS

We're new in town!
Come by and try our young~
special fit i1 Tall Fashilms

We Sell
Flotation Sleep

SYMPHONY OF LIFE

(bcfwcen 1·40 and Menaul)

266-1688

NAUTILUS is:

I) Efficie!'t. •••.•... , , 20 mirtutes, 3 times a week
2) Effective •••.•.•.•.. , , •..•• , • see results fast
3) No Contrad ..... , •. , ..•.... pay each•month

CALL 292-2001
2288 Wyoming,N.E.

1'<1¥<' ~r,, Nt•w !vlt'Xl<.:O !Jaily 1 OllO, September 6, I ~78

Handicap Join
IM PrograiTI

==

tvluch excitement i; '>tirring
The program, which offers a
among member'>()[ the in tram ural's wide variety of activities, is being
'tarr thi'> year. The rca,on is that >lartcd because the intramural staff
intramurals for lwndicarrcd people feels the handicapped deserves as
att••nding the Univer>ity arc now much opportunity for phsycial
available.
acitivity as anyone else.
Activities included, in this the
11 rst year, vary. Swimming, tennis,
archery, table tennis, badminton,
bowling and chess are the activities
for this semester.
A weight training program with
full instruction will begin soon, and
Ill rill' ,,UH! lll,Jkt• !.ll•IJ'I'illh
will be held on Wednesday nights
I ''l'l Ill 1\tl k' 'II' t' ,, k ! I 1(11\\ ( \ ([ ,j, 1 tl w \ l' 1'\'
from 6 to 7 p.m. A swimming cla1s
·,i!lH' t h11h~
will be held on Wednesday also,
IIJ,•]<.rrk.·n'l''' k l••••tl•c,! 1'-it<'dl .llr<lt'l<'"lir<'
meeting at 7:30 p.m. and running
-~·~;~,:',\\' !1• !l11li\.i fl' \\\lll tLl\1(. ,lJhl ht'\..'PillC
until 8:30p.m.
Practice for a wheelchair
basketball team will be held on
..... '"'·k::n: :n l\:rk,·rhl••• k 1' ,,J,,t ld"' wa!k111L!
Saturday and Sunday mornings in
;'-:!t'lllL'i -~·: ~~·h ·~.!!hi.\\ lth L11H' \t.•n· l'\\Jl\l'llil't1(
Carlisle gym starting Sept, 16.
lilfll'lt"l;~ t.'
Any other in formation or
questions about the program will be
't••ll ,.d: \Lrik lll Bul<'lhlllcl .11l \l'.rr 1<111[.!
_.,,....""
answered by Tim Gutierrez, the
person
in charge. He can be reached
Lt't your ti.•et make
in room 230 in Johnson Gym or by
a plnce kJr themselves.
phone at 277-5151.

Birkenstock~
I,.,.,

IM Swim Meet
Friday and Saturday

f'JU <..1\.M '\
(

I l S ll"''(J auJ LI)Uih(:luts ..:.11: 24"'{)II 21

O~TACT&)'!',I'!

POl.J~HfN(~

C>!\C}' Opr11:;c~! Cumpany.

&

26.5-8fl46

")Ol UTIONh
ll>OJ

09108

RIO RANCHO iCORRMJ~S c:ommulen 1\'IIIHed to
form car pool to UNM. St-eve ilt 897·1764.
O!J/11
MlKE GOLSTONE, L)"NETTE Padwa, please
conH~ct Conceptions Southwest 277-5656 before 12
noon.
09108
ORIENTAL DANCE CLASSES the Flowering of
Three- Thousand year.~ of Middle Eastern Culture.
Cal1Zlna294-47J'S
09/11
TONEY? BALONEY! JOIN the-People'!. Campaign
Volunteer for Pete on co.nlpus call Tad. 881·2832

09106
NIC'K· I'VE BEEN over to Carrara's everyday for
lunch since school started and haven't seen you. I
know you're in schooJ,.Mary
09/0fi
DANCERS GET BACK into the swing with Ballroom
Da,nce Club! Fridays 7:30-9:30 p.m. UNM SUB
l3allroom· Beginners welcome,
09/11
JOHNNY F~OM DENMARK, Ron from Jersey,
contact Donna 242·1172 or 765-712~ fnr reward for
bracelets,
09/11
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MARTHA·CP, PC, Arturot.

09/06
GREEDY! MAKE IT !o Ned's on Wednesdays for
their Special Drink Night!
09/06
JOIN IN! HELP re·elcct Pete Domenici. Pool s;de
campus volunteer pany. Thursday: 7:30pm. 708

Morningside, NE.
09/06
SUICIDE IS A permanent solution to a temporan•
problem. Let's talk about it, AGORA, 277·3013.
09/06
npvvT"."P"u.-:=o::;T:-;;IN:o.Tr.E"R"E"s"'T"ED"'i-::n-o::,.=.-n"'lz"'in-g Oylns:
club. If you're interested in -gct~ing something
together, call Wilcy.-277·:2395,
09/12
CREATIVE PEOPLE NEEDED to fill staff
position~ on UNM's Arts/Literary Magazine. Apply
Mu-ron Hall, Room 105, mornings.
RESPONSIBLE RESEARCHER INTERESTED in
speaking with ''kept women" or sugar daddies".
Complete anonymity guaranteed. Call Debbie 111 277~

WilD ROSE 2916 Central S.E. 266-9946
QUALITY PIPES FOR THE
DISCRIMINATING HEAD

5656.

tfn

ACCU~ATE

INFORMATION ABOUT con·

traceptlon, s.teriUtation, abortion. Right to Choose.
11/20
294·0 171
REAL FOOD SPECIALISTS presenting Breakfast
Special f'arm Fresh Eggs Old-fashioned Home:·made
Sausage Homefrfes frotn fresh Colorado Potatoes
Whole-grain Toast only Sl.69 at the Morning Glory
Cafe Scr:.ring Chcmi~:al Free Meats Fresh Vcgatables
and Imported Coffee. 2933 Mome Vista N.E. 268·

GAMES & PUZZLES

Q

YASS-OUT. J

7040.

09/11

Montgomery Plaza Montgomery & San Mateo
883-1587

I

U~>

T"~1i

~

FIND YOURSELF IN the Pca(e Corps. 277-5907
(2/0l
lOST: EYEGLASSES WITHIN black case call B69w
9151

adidas

FOUND; BROWN WALLET. Identify yourself !'nd
09/06
LOSi: GREEN UACKPACK wiwallc:t, books.
Reward 842·8731.
09/07
LOST RING WiTH Lwo. red stones lower Johnson
Field durinft 0}1T1piad Aug. 26. Senlimcntal value.
Reward, 277~j987 or le<we message at217·4708,09/07

lOSi YOUNG MALE. Doberman Johnson Field
Answers to Cuate Reward 344·0752.
09/11
LOST 2 GOLD rings, Johnson Gym, reward. 277~

•

~BROOHS

•nota
condition!
•

It's a ~reat shoe store featuring the
most-m-demand sport shoes in the
world! The most mal<es. The most sizes.
The most s~les. The most colors.
The most fun to shop. The most.

TRETORN

opc)i:bilt

Athlete's

Foot®

Visa and 1111 aster Charge

-~ ..

.'

UNM Conlinuwg E(.]ucamm HNru~·tlH 266-9291.

tl') ot-.

CLIS HiM

ROPlN<i- .~a~.klk. 11111

b;\\k!,'t\lt"flVt' d!.'~IJ;\fl. Rug~&;-d hf('tiiTI(' JliC~"I:' 11i
equipment will\ lh" \cat h1s,h t:;lnl\{' and dall)- J1urn
( i.llllplctd~ ngged $400.1)(). Call :-omlny at RM·IiJ8H.
Q!J 06
HITACHI STlRl:0-0 S,R turntah]e, -eight nad>.
AM·FM nuht1,nn~ ·w~tcm-$200.0{). Plwnc26S.s7(1~
09 12

09 '0(1
{;:i;:\:<,jT;-;Ac;~;-cl-;cF;:-SSC:-o~N:;;:.Oc-,-A::-1;-;(c-.-:,:c,~:;:k-:-,'"7.~1:-,;,::,;:.,-;Guitar
Sn1~ho. 255·588(),
09.07
AIKIDO CLASSES, MARTIAL An andmrdittltton.
Sandia _Judo Club~- Saturday. 9:00a.m.
09r'08
HELP P~T.E RETIRE. work for Tone)'. Volunteers

needed at l1NM.843-7l63
09106
fNTERh~TEO IN FRATERNITY lire? Come by the

JUST MOVJ!D, MUST -sell many

Pi Kappa Alpha house ru 1801 Sismn Chi Road
anytime or<Caii2.42-00SI
09/0?

FREF BOOK PACK wuh any $12.00 purchase rhru
16 Scp1. '78. Btr,:yde bltntpcr nl!,':k~; $9..~0. Citadel
guaranteed bike lock~: $4.00 off. RJL::hmond Ui~·yr,;le
Supply 2M·l61 I.
09r l2

rug_.

DANCl~RS OUT BACK into the J.Wing with llilllroom
Dance Club! Fridnys 7:30-9:30 p.m., UNM SUB
Ballroom-beginners we!~;ome.
09/08
RIO RANCHO/CORRALES commuter!i wanted ttL
forrn·car pool .to UNM. S_tt:ve at 897~ \764.
09/11

~·urtlllll!t

09-· t4

WOMEN'S S·SPFF.D: brown Ruleigh, w1rc h!l.skcts.
09!12

$7S. C'aH 262·0959.

1970 VOLVO 1-44 AT. 16,000 miles, new pans
$995. 265-ISBl.
09/ll.

dep~ndable,

4.

CRAIG CAR B·TRACK AMI/FM..-MPX stereo-won
in COnte~! never used warranty ind11dcd $100 2S6·

HOUSING

9781
PARTLY FURNISHED ONE bedroom wiahin
biking, peLs fine $90. All Utilhles paid 262-1751.
Valley Rentals$35.00 fee.
09/07
FULLY CARPETED EASTSIDE two bedroom,
prlvately fenced, children wekomc $125. All utilities
paid, 262·1751, Valley Rentals, SJS fee.
09/07
TWO BLOCKS TO UNM finely furnished two
bedroom kid, pets OK, $230 all utilities paid. 262·
17.$1. Valley Rental$, US fee.
09/07

09/IJ

SEARS 7,5 HP OUTBOARD with very few hours.
Comes with owner guarantee and siJo; gallon gas tank.
SIHO, CP.II Jim at277~S656,
09111
ONE MAGNFJCENT SIBERIAN Hu~ky lert. 6 wks.
old $60 to horne. with yard 2SS-7084
09/11
ECONOMICAL OUICK OPEL Kadellt: ~1ati()n
wagon with luggage rack, Mecanic.ally' sound (runs
09/11
good) Gets 34 mpg Call Arthur 344-4686.
SUPER TUNE.UPS, lOS. You buy parts, Bob, ~65·
4q54.
09/11

MALE ROOMMATE TO share 3-BR adobe hQusc·
NW valley, Rent 150/mo. plus utilities, Move in now.
897·016!i ~venings.
09/07
A BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom home· on secluded
half.acre. Large kitchen, fireplace, new roof,
completely fcnc;ed, large fruit, shade trees. Appraised
30's, !i per cent downpayment, Sunshine Realty Inc.
09/08
842-8400,265-6390, 242·2122.
fOR SALE; TWO bedroom, ~en, fireplace, garage
I v~ miles from campus. 268-2268.
09/l t

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PART~TIME-

JODI Sales, flexlbl~ hours, good pay.
during break. Call Phil franczyk,

Possibl~ full·time

CLU. 883-5360.
09/22
PRESS OPERATOR, EXPERIENCED i'n
re~istration and color work. Apply in person. See
Kim al Datnco, corner of Lotnas and University. Do
not call.
09/08
WORK OVERSEAS IN the Peace Corps, 277-5907

UNFURNISHED ONE BEDROOM $145.00 437
GeorgiaSE.266·1l72.
09/ll
FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share furnished
2 bedroom. 2 balh hot1se 8 miles from UNM in NE
heights near 1·40. Very priva,le room·share electricily
and $115.00 per mo. Cnll Karla K. between 9:00 and
3:30 at 264·1851.
09/ll

12101
NEEDED, FULL TIME aucndant to care for male.
Student, free room and board. Small salary. 266·
2088, 298--6679,
09/06

PARTwTIME- JOB graduate S:lUdents only. Arter·
noons and evenings. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Must be Zl years old. Apply in
person, 110 phone calls please. Savewny Liquor Stores
09/29
at5704 Lomas·NE, -5516 Menan! NE.

NORTHEAST TWO EJEDROOM central air appHances children pcts$\80 all utilities paid. 262-1751
Valley Rentals S3S fee.
09/08
ROOMMATE WANTED TO live in spacious house
off Silver. Grad student preferred, male or female.
$112.50 Call243-J614. Pets o.k.
09/01

~!.ill

,Hid 11\Ll'll-,lrd J.llill'l'> lllt."ll' \\'tll hl' ,L llll'i'IIILV
lhut\diL\ ... L'J'tl'nll'l'l -., ""10pm, 'l-1;tllllll (-!.til )II~,

pl.tn hl ,UJCThltll ~,\11 ~,.., ~M(1
!)'} (l':'
~~(:(;~Ui:NTflli\i~~il;So')ly~nillln~ ·,_:g~~- A&;t~tttall
ran-\ I ~·~1~ ,.,_ ~Hlk~l ~~~n\a\11t' ua~nn '" tlllht!\ 1t11U

Holi!,Hh1.u~t' o\11

ln~h~ll ll11tl1111'' ,11 I b
\1111011\K
;,1,, • 1loL\• m.lu,hllll '-lutui,L\ hftll1.!1 ,;!~H
1\J,,ut~· \ 1~1" """ :'hH '11-ltlltur•ut~d t all'
01' 1 t
;\I 11--~·d·Ior... '>II ;I)J 1'i~l- ll-Rl• ~I' ill\ ll<·,....,.,_·-,·l~i~r

tiloll\

<

ll•o·htl!l('llll)<: hlllll' oiH' due hv ~ p J11 1-,c-pl I(, 111 the
'>1111k1Lt tt,_,·tnrtt~·~ { 1;'11\Ct Htltllll IU6 "1\ .ll I ~~r 111111
\1tll1!7 4"'00
O'l 1 ~

TDDAY'S CIDSSWDID-PUZZLf
ACROSS

1 Btlllr.t !)OUrld

5 Ntmbl(1
9 Precipicr
14 Army clas;r
fiCiHIOn

15 GenlHal
Roltr
16 Great pnvt
lege

17 D"agrre
mcnt

ered g10und
44 Half quarr

45 Tempma• y

structu

rng
52 Texas nr
Albr.rta
farm

2 words

field
29 Hebrew let·
rer
32 The heavens
3~

Narrow cut
36 Dwindle

37 Mortgage,
e.g.

<

59
60
61

62

Var
Per
Aloof per
son
Indigo
source
In the case

of: 2 words
63 Layers

64 Boot parr
65 Mild oath
DOWN
1 Former

Turkish title
2 Expectant
one

c

E R B

A E T I E

C L E F T

"itr. C t< -SE
T S

T It· •.

STOMPS~~L/>.!f.S
ELAS
WATERS

PON~~~ERING
YAZOO

URE

~

M E T R

TAELS

M0

0 JN

S r A 0 5
A

ION

s ~.
s

M U T ~

ASS ]EN T.

AGFIIN

netghbor

A

I N C 0 MM A N 0
T

58 Syna's

38 Snivel
39 On lhe cresr
of
40 Slender nail
41 Wheel
spoke
42 Ontario

s I "" H E M
T~ D E R E

6 A T T [

26 Permit

27 Football

R R

'M E E

57 Overa~;~

25 Lack of: Suf
fix

[_[;

56 Tax pro

Abraham.

e.g.
23 Ulna

Tuesday's Pu~zle Solved:

t~

48 .Judtctal
badv ment

18 SIH.lrt vtstt

19 Bandleadm
Shaw
20 Pronoun
21 The Plains of

1

46 Cmbon
product

Feature Syndicate

UNITED

8 0 A 0 E

-b-?&··

A R E N T

T n A P

5 T E T

l~E~E

SEMI

SANS

9 Irritated by
rubbing
10 Asian lemur
11 Having no
will
12 Thin metal
sheet

13 Mr. MacMurray
21 Soulh Afd

can
22 The very

best
24 Mix (O·

34

Cemere,y
feature
35 Avard

36 Skin lesrons
38 Reco•d

42 Long
poinled
toorh
44 Punters

45 Badger
47 Fur·bearcr
48 French deli·
cacy
Sweel glaze

6 Chee' up

27 Sparkle
28 Peel
30 Soon
31 Bewailed
32 Jujubes

49
50
51
52
53
54
55

7 Fabdc

33 Beginner:

59 Machine

3 Depdve of
weapons
4 Asian holi·

day
5 Pour off

gether

Var.

r.--r.:--=---rc--8

~

N E L E
FOAE~ELLS

Stage fare
Known as
Welshrnan
Mine: Fr.
Creeks

Eur. river
tool

TRAVEL

7.

HOUSE TO SHARE $150.00· 1.'2 or utilities spacious

MISCELLANEOUS

'\!'Pill '\'•d\ \OR l<l,.._,t Il'lltlr--;.._ ""''llllil\i"':

and JOxD

Evening~ 29)-6089

COMMUTING FROM SANTA FE Hh 24:30 &
7:30-ncxible. Need to share dri\'ing and expenses.
Beck_y 9811·3624.
09112

3 bedroom, 2 baths. call Sih·ia 255-4684.
09/06
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share nice
furnished ltome. WID, pets OK. $130.00 utilities
paid. SSO deposit. Call293-1371,
09/06

FORSALE

LOWREY ELECTRIC ORGAN original price
Sl ,.'iOO.OO, wUI Snt:rificc:, $850. Al~o ln.tinpet, $75.00,
Ca11873·0130
09/08
lllCYCLE I' ARTS and accessories at .low prices
Good sdcclion of locking sYstems, lights and s11ddlcs.
Also shoes, touring· equipment and carders
Albuquerque Uike Co-op. 106 Girard SE, Room 117,

265·5170

09/08

etr6
uitar

CROWN OR.AFLEX CAMERA lil:c nc:w with two
lcusc5, normal tmd 3Smm. Best offer over SiSO. Call
Jimat86S·9117
09/06

CALCULATORS, TYPEWRITERS, ELECTRIC
and manuals, sales -anci rentals, student discoiln·

r-883·ol66

itudio

09/08

CONCEPTIONS SW. UNM'~ new publication of
crcaih·c, arHsih: and literary concepts. On .sale now ln
Marron Hall Room lOS, UNM Bookstore, Student
Bookstore and the Mercado, 52.00
tf/n
1972 TOYOTA CEUCASl500, 1·5, 243·2853. 09/06
1968 JOSI:. RAMIREZ Concert Ouftar S 1500.00, 247·
09/ll
2966, 255-7488 1 leave message.

2 blocks from UNM
255.-5886
"QUALITY PRIVATE INSTRUCTION"

Buy one Mexican Dinner
Get one at half price
(does not include salad)

~

11 A.M.•9P.M.

255·5079

-BICLYCLES·
(3, 5 & 10 Speed)

Touring Gear
Front Bags
Panniers
Avocet Saddles
Cycling Shoes
1r i:t 1r
Peugeot

Nishiki

·Mopeds

Vespa Scooters
Peugeot
Vespa
Sachs
Batauus

~J

Some used
Mopeds too!

Used Bicycles

v 10% off retail price of any new bicyc::le
JOIN OUR C.O-OP & RECEIVE- v.
5% off retaii price of any new moped or 1/espasc::ooter

( Ot\1'~ lln.tllih•t>.!

l.nma,, 111 \\ ,.,hinl(lt.l!l• 21.i.'i--~.\-lli

v 10% off ALL 11cc::essories, parts and service

i.

'1 '

:

:1

: :j

I ,·

,,,: i

~

~

~

offer good with coupon
~
~
expires SEPT. 20
~
0fll~MAMtlMM&llltlMtll(:&J.tkltlili.lM~.lMI_kli.lM&lMM:&.Cs.l&MtllltlMM~tt~\

3222 Centrai,S.E. · 268·3949 • Hours M•F 10·6 Sat. 9·5
SALES· SERVICE· ACCESSORIES

I

I

HANDMJ\01-

OPEN SEVEN DA 'VS

Opti(•itl Co.

fllunr• \\ ,.,, .,j

PhuncR42-](I_~.,

l"l>

~

Call fur I'"' l'rkt•s nn II ani.
Sufi nr S..•mi•Scifl I.<''"""
Cast·~

le~~~w,

~

CO,'L\CT l.E,S SI'ECI.\1.

2116 Central SE (Across from UNM)
Telephone 842·5992

pnl"ntc

f

'10 Ali<'rl(an Kil ':!'" ,

129 Winrock Center 87110
Telephone 883•5848

ll·.S~ONS

OIJ 06

Atala ~.,, IU~p, J.\110d ~lllldtti11R $100 iK)i;.:i.~if;;

09 12

8.

~~T)l)l)i~)l)l')l)W)l)l)1)1)1Ji)1)i)T)1)i)>fl)i)i)i)TJl)l)l)1Jl)l)i)i)TP)TYfJi)TJ~P)!Ji)>)i)i)Tp·py)l)l)i)i)Yp 3J)

The intramural/campus
recreation program is designed to
accomodate all students, faculty,
and staff no matter what ability
level the person has.
Intramurals divides all the individual and dual sports into three
different skill levels; beginning,
intermediate and advanced. Each
participant is allowed to pick the
level which he/she thinks is closer
to his/her level of play.
The intramural program also has
three divisions for all team sports.
The three divisions are (A) league
which is the competitive league with
T-shirts awarded to the champions,
(B) league which is designed for the
student with good skills who isn't
into the real competitive side of
irmamurals and (R) league which is
for the participants who want to go
out, get some exercise and have fun
while doing all of that. Team
captains would make sure they
enter either the (A), (B) or (R)
league wlien entering a team.
To enter an event, whether it be
individual, dual or a team sport,
one should come up to the intramural office in room 230 of
Johnson Gym (NE corner) and fill
out an entry blank,

Keds

usa

09/12

For All

PRO·

a1hlet1C
ShOeS

l

09/JO

2.984.

new balance

'

evcnln~-ts.

claim in Rm. 105 Marron Hall.

Designed

Cl.ASSILAl GUITAR

hLJ:dlH11ltJ<hL n.~~-wll 266·8H~.

a~~i~nw.;e.

!IY Oh

"'"'A ~u~!"t""~;t:M~

AJ){iXiTii'ill.21t-J ::nw litm.

l'YPJNt,,rtKSTQLiAlllY,HX).-i;.-;,-.,_Hnll) 10 ll9

20 USED POR'T'AHLE T,V.',~-$35.00 to $(10.00, 441
Wyoming N.E. 255-5987
10/20

LOST & FOUND

\~\ ~ait -~~ R-w;l~;; 11 ~.--::-1;.~~~~~ t~r;;pi;.~;~<

hj:!hlllH•\e!.llltci~. mtlit' $!50 26h-illr"

tin

5.

2.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~T.~h~e~/~n~t~ra~r,n~u~.~~a~/~s~vv~J~rn~n>'"!fi:;:;;;;~;:.;;;;;,.

\\'cdok¢)"

Govert'unent Repor1 Eat at the Morning Glory
Cafe Chcmlct1l Free Meats Steaks Hamburgs
V~sewrian SpcclalsSeafoQd 268-7040.
0~/11
Ne:\t

y-.,_,

2llK-R0:.!~.

J',,,t1.:"4:'

.md

ESTIMATES THE Average American
Consumes 10 lbS of Food Additi"es per year the FDA
tells us Nitrates Cause Cancer Don't Wah for the
USDA

ONE-OF-A-KIND-GIFTS

arr~'tflttn('m

[·DlTOR!Al. Sl:.R\ ICT .1\.ND v.ntirw

UnJiroom·beginncr~ welcome.

SALE 20% off Sept. 6-11

~~·l~'dlh)

I)'PtStJ "£ R\ICI llll\1
mitllltl,.' P•r\,pmt Plt•ll•l' "-tll

~l!S·IIM

tNM. 843·7163.
09 -o6
INTf·.RESTED IN FRATERNITY life? Come b)• the
Pi Kappa Alphu house at 1801 Sigma Chi Road
anytime or ~;all 242-00.SJ
09-'07
DANCCRS GET BACK into the ~wing with Ba'llroom
Uancc C'lub! Friday.!> 7:30-9:30pm, UNM SL:13

will be more money and more
fellowships ava.ilable next year,"
Spolsky said, "so other university
departments will be added to the
program next year."
In addition to the fellowship
grants, UNM also received an
institutional grant from HEW for
recruitment and retention efforts.
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Students who received law school
fellowships are: Jean Baines of
Albuquerque; Edward Chavez and
Ernest Pacheco of Santa Fe; and
David Graham of Denver, Colo.
All! 0 students will receive yearly
stipends of $3900 until they success fully complete their graduate
programs.
"The assumption is that there

3.
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Today is the deadline for entries in the annual intramural swim meet.
The meet will be Friday at 4 p.m. for all preliminaries and Saturday at 9
a.m. for the finals and all relays.
Individuals can enter a maximum of five events including the relays.
Teams can enter as many individuals as they want in each event.
The order of even,s for Friday arc: 50 free, 50 fly, 50 back, 50 breast,
100 individual medley(back, breast, fly, free). Saturday's events will be
medley relay, free, fly, back, breast, individual medley and free relay. A
managers, participants meeting is slated at 4 p.m. on Thursday in room
154 of Johnson Gym to go over any problems with entries and rules.
Also, today is the last day to sign up for co-ree innertube water polo,
This growing activity has men and women on the same team trying not to
drown.
Tennis singles, golf singles and co-ree putt-putt are all due next week.
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in city election

By summer, a single UNM
identification Cl\rd might repl&ce &ll
other student ID cards, said Rick
Lagoza, assistant registrar of
admissions and records.

Included are those used for athletic
activities, housing and possibly
health services, Lagoza said. The
card might also be used as a key to
enter and exit the dorms, he said.

A permanent four-year ID card,
with a student photo on the front
and a mag-stripe on the back to be
fed into a reader, would replace all
other student ID cards.

"There are some mce possibilities
with this lD card," Lagoza said.
"UN/v! spends lots of money on the
several !D's students must carry
now. It's a waste of time and ef-

The f:llc of a proposed
Albuquerque Comnlllnity College,
planned to encompass the cxi,ting
f'acilities ofT- VI and the University
of Albuquerque, will be decided
fort." This !D would cost UN/v! Tuesday, Sept. 12, when ncrnalillo
County voters go to the poll&,
about $I.60 per card, he said.
If Tuesday's voter mandate
The reader, m which the lD card approves the community college,
is placed, will immediately show the present financial support fm Tactivities and services each student V!, a four-mill properly tax levy,
will be transferred to the proposed
is qualitied to use.
community college, ro be supThere will be no cost to students, plemented by state an federal funds
and the replacement fee for the ID and revenues From tuition and fees.
remain at $5, Lagoza said.
The plan for the community

ASUNM amendment election
to decide part-time student fees

Register all week
for Door Prizes to be
given away Saturday

By DONNA BINNEWEG

Absentee ballots are available
today for the special election to be
held Wednesday, SepL 13 at
desiganted polling sites throUghout
the campus.

•
the fee nor become members of one-half per cent of the limit for
ASUNM.
non-major allocations,

Also included in this special
election will be an amendment
clarirying the distribution of the
ASUNM fee.

Non-major allocations not
approved in either the general
election or the special budget
referendum may be considered for
Students are being asked to vote
appropriations
up to one per cent
The
amendment,
Article
VI,
on a constitutional amendments
3,
states
that
all
major
section
of
the
anticipated
total ASUN/v!
which would allow part-time
revenues.
allocations
approved
in
the
spring
students, carrying between 6 and l I
credit hours, to be charged a general election or a special budget
referendum get the allocation plus
An organization or activity not
mandatory, prorated ASUNM fee.
are alegible for appropriations up j)laced on the general election ballot
Article VI of the ASUNM to one-half per cent of the total may be considered by the senate for
Constitution currently reads that ASUN/v! anticipated revenues.
appropriations. The sum os all
"part-time undergraduate students
appropriations cannot exceed one
may become members of ASUNM
Non-major allocations not and one-half per cent of the lower
by paying theASUNM fee."
approved in either the spring limit on major allocations.
The amendment would read, "an general election or a special budget
An amendment to Article VIIJ,
ASUNM fee shall be levied on each referendum may be considered for
full-time and part-time un- lesser appropriations which would Section 4, included in the special
dergraduate student carrying at be less than one and one-half per election, proposes a line change to
least 6 credit hours."
cent of the total ASUNM an- include "referenda that do not
allocate or appropriate ASUNM
ticipated revenues.
The full fee, which is now $14,
funds may be placed on the ballot."
r:lon-major allocations, those
would be collected from the fullThis proposed change will restrict
time student. For tile part-time requesting Jess than one and onestudent carrying at least 6 credit half per cent of the totlaanticipated allocation and appropriation of
hours, the fee would be prorated.
ASUNM revenues, approximately ASUNM frurtds to the spring
general election or to sena:tc special
Those carrying less than 6 credit $4,800, which pass the general budget referenda,
hours, non-degree students, and election may be considered for
graduate students, according to the additional appropriations, the total
Absentee ballots for this special
proposed amendment, may not pay of which cannot exceed one and election may be picked up at the

Need Not Be Present To Win!
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Spark Plugs

ASUN/v! office in the SUB.
Polling sites have been tenalively
set at the SUB, La Posada, the area
between Ortega and Mitchell Hall,
and the PL&L mall from 9-5.

Sept. 22 dealine
for ID validation

Students have until Sept. 22 to
get their athletic !D's validated for
free. However, the photo Service
Center will be open Saturday
September 23 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
to accomodate students wishing to
see the first home Lobo football
game. The athletic ID gives the
student free admittance into all
football, basketball, track, gymnastics and baseball games. The ID
is good for one semester; then it
must be re-validated or the student
can gel a new one. After Sept. 23,
the fee for an ID will be $15,
payable at the cashiers office in
Scholes Hall. Students must have at
least 12 credit hours if they are
undergraduates or 9 hours for
graduates, the photo center is at
1820 Las Lomas.

A $1.95 Value Only

$6.95
Sale prices good Sept. 6·9

drawn up by the governing
board ofT- VI and approved by the
Board

of

hi ucational

Hnnnce

(Ill'.!-), lm' the 'upport of Gov.
Jcrr)' Apoddacn, tlw U. ol

Albuquerque Board of Trustee;,
the Albuquerque Chamber of
Commerce and 1he New Mexico
Advhory Council on TechnicalVocationall.;uucation.
The principle nr a community
college is a mixtw c or tnlditi(lnal
academic curricula with courses of
a technical an vocational nature.
An associate (2-ycar) degree is
offered, with he l.hcorctkal goa I
being as mixture of learning from
both spheres.
The T- VI board which drew up
the community college plan studied
the findings of a Governor's Task
Force report on the need for a
community college .in the
Albuquerque area. That report
estimated that there were five major
groups which would take advantage
of a community college in the
Albuquerque area. These groups
were: I) graduates of Albuquerque
high schools who are not now
participating in post-secondary
education; 2) freshmen at UNM
who arc given at\ alternative lower
division educational route; 3) U. of
Albuquerque students who also arc
given an alternative, in the form of
the community college; 4) T-VI
students who desire an academic
complement to their technical·
vocational training; and 5) reentry
and non•traditional students, .including older and part-time
students.
The Governor's Task Force
estimated that 7000 students would
be enrolied in ·an Albuquerq~e
community college during its first
year of operation, and 8000 would
be enrolled in the second year.
These estimates, the task force
report said, were felt to be "quite
conservative.''
The plan states that the group
most likely to benefit from the
establishment of a community
college would be Albquerque's high
school graduates. This group
figures have shown, enrolls in
(cont1nuod on pugo6)
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10°/o Student Discount on Non-Sale Items!

pond
Bob Goldstein on 911/tar, Claude Stephenson on ukulele and Grey Howell on vlollnp/Eiy folk songs and bluegrass
music near the duck pond.

